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UNIVERSAL LIFE Makes
Significant Contribution To Memphis Growth

DR. J. E. WALKER
Chairman of Board

A. M. WALKER
President

B. G. OLIVE
1st Vice President

J. A. SWAYZE
Vice Pres. & Asst. Sec'y

J. W. KELSO
Vice Pres. & Med. Dir.

It may be something less than original to say that an
insurance company "is insuring" the welfare and future
of such a number of people that its role in the growth
and well-being of Memphis deserves better than casual
consideration.
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ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT — This is a view
of Universal Life Insurance

Company's home office accounting department. The attractive, modernly equipped

and comfortable

TABULATING DEPARTMENT
Personnel of the inskrance

firm's home office tabulating
department work with nen,

modern equipment. A Om of
this important
department,

RCCOMmodates

one-half of

department
approximately
the company's

personnel. Universal Is beat.
ed at 480 Linden ave.

with personnel
shown.

on

duty, is

JOHN A. OLIVE
Asst. Sec'y

J. T. CHANDLER
Personnel Director

surplus of $342,628 and insurance ited by its monetary output in the
in force amounting to $10,247,762. form of salaries, but by other
The next 15 years were the most tangible advantages as well. Its
productive years. With its corpor- approximately $3,300,000 in mortate fences in good repair, Uni- gage loans in the Memphis area
versa! Life was in admirable po- have been a tremendous conducesition to march with the war - went to better housing. Evidences
boom years of the forties. At the of this phase of the firm's aid to
end of 1955, the company boasted Memphis progress is seen in the
of admitted assets totaling more 800 unit development of the J. E.
than $13,700,000, with a capital Walker Homes Subdivision and in
and surplus account of more than the smaller but equally modern$2,800,000, and buiAness in force of istic Elliston Heights Subdivision.
The generous policy of the commore than $93,000,000.
pany in making and securing
IN FOURTH PLACE
Although Universal Life Is one mortgage loans has not only made
of the younger of the approximate- better housing available, but it has
ly 57 Negro owned life insurance actually encouraged home ownercompanies operating in the U. ship and 65 of the home office
S., it htls grown to fourth place buying their own homes.
among these companies, both in WHITE FIRMS BENEFIT
the amount of admitted assets and
Then there is also the funds that
life insurance in force.
are paid direct to the service renThis company represents a tow- dering firms and individuals by
Cr of strength in the local economy the company itself,
Universal Life officials estiand the areas it serves. Today, a
little more than three decades aft- mate annual expenditures of:
er its mganization, more than 13
$16,000 for furniture and equipemployes in Memphis contribut- ment for the home office, $30.ing materially to the consumer o00 in printing, stationery and
supplies; $6,000 in home office
value of the area.
In 1949, the building at 234 Her- maintenance:: $3,500 in medical
nando st, which had been the home examination fees, $5,000 for furof Universal Life since 1926 was niture and fixtures for branch
abandoned for more modern and offices; $5,000 in donations to
adequate facilities. With the com- charitable institutions.
pletion and occupancy of the new
They have paid local contrachalf-million dollar home office, tors $70,000 for home office rededicated on the eve of the corn- pairs since 1949 when the buildpany's 25th anniversary, a dream ing was constructed.
had indeed been realized. The of- POLICYHOLDERS, DEATH
firers of this young, but proms- CLAIMS
sive company had dreamed of the
And, in 1955 the company paid
day when one could look with pride . living policy holders over $25,000
at this institution of public serv- , and beneficiaries of death claims
Ice, and haVe full confidence in more than $58,000
the future of this firm that from
Each year Universal Life takes
humble beginnings had risen to its stand with those firms which
be a monument of social, eco- annually donate to charitable connomic, financial and interracial cerns.
Outstanding contributions would
progress and good-will.
EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE
include its $6,000 donation to ColThe pregent home of Universal lins Chapel Hospital building fund
Life, situated on the corners of' and $7,500 to the YMCA building
Linden ave. at Wellington St. in fund.
downtown Memphis, is a three- OTHER GROUPS BENEFIT
Other organizations which benestory, white stone building of
Egyptian architecture. This mod- fit thiough the Universal Life conernly-equipped, air conditioned ed- tributions include:
Red Cross, Cancer Fund, Civic
ifice houses a working force of
Research Committee, Memphis
approximately 105 persons.
The company's economic contri- and Shelby County Community
bution to the city is not only exhib- Chest, white and Negro Jaycees,

MANAGERS AND OFFICIALS
—Last April the managers of
34 districts, area supervisors

H. A. GILLIAM
Vice Pres., Agency Officer

Vice Pres. &'Actuary

Service To Area
Spans Barriers
But such is the case as regards mortgage dlars find their way
the Universal Life Insurance co.. into the economy's blood stream.
Because most of the city's rewith home offices in the imposing
Egyptian structure on Wellington tail firms have white ownership,
they naturally reap substantially of
at Linden.
the
dollars channeled into the econhas
Here is an institution which
become a to wer of economic omy by Universal Life.
T. J. WILLIS
L. H. BOYCE
strength in Memphis. This is a. Almost a century after the inAsst. Sec'y
Asst. Sec'y
company with a monthly payroll corporation of this progressiva
of $162,000, much of it for the lo- city overlooking the bluffs of the —
cal employees. It is a company Mississippi River in Tennessee, 1 stock sales agency to sell the the firm soon overcame its finanthat spent around $65,000 with lo- Universal Life Insurance compa- $100,000 of capital stock necessary cial obstacles and began to show
cal business and professional men fly made its debut into the realms for the incorporation of the busi- ' encouraging growth. Two years
last year and contributed thou- of incorporate enterprises as a ness. Assisted materially by prom- after its organization, at the end
sands to educational and chant- stock life insurance company.
inent professional and business- of 1925, the admitted assets of
able projects.
Universal Life is the, product of 1 men who belicved in him, the en- Universal Life were $130,000; its
PRODUCI` OF DREAM
a dream and a Prayer formed in tire authorization of stock h a d eapital was $100.000 and its surplus
the mind and heart of the noted! been sold within five months, and was $12,327. Fifteen years later,
AND PRAYER
! In addition to giving employ- businessman, Dr. Joseph Edison' the company commenced business the financial statements showed
conclusively that the solidarity and
ment to hundreds who in turn use Walker. In April, 1923 — shortly ' in September, 1923.
financial stability of this young
their salaries to help give Mem- after leaving the Mississippi Life BEGINS TO GROW
company
was being established,
phis its healthy retail business, Insurance co, which he had headand
Under the expert guidance
thousands of Universal loan and ed — Dr. Walker organized a i capable leadership of the officers, Its assets were now $1,129,786, with

Att

L. R. TAYLOR

and officers participated in the
Managers Conference held at
Universal's home office, 480

G. T. HOWELL
Asst. Agency Dir.

Memphis Negro Chamber of Com- nually to the state NFA wine Ts.
merce, Tuberculosis Association,
Adhering to its belief that the
Shrine Circus, I'lks Charities and well - rounded individual i a
the Commercial Appeal Mile-O- healthy and happy one, Ugive rsal
Dimes.
Life has made many contribut ms
Universal Life has a record for to different areas of endea or.
educational programming which is The company sponsored the recent on-the-spot broadcast las W.
quite impressive.
L. 0. K. of the Central states , olf
AID STUDENTS
Communications from Tennessee Association tournament here; oncolleges indicate that three 1951; tributed a trophy to the first S A.
Owen Junior college comme cegraduates of Tennessee State
uni.' ment to be presented the stu! mt.
versity were-recipients of ULICO
scholarship aid in 1951-52, o n e with the highest business achi vescholarship winner is a grad uate went, and has given nume us
of Fisk university,anci one is re-I basketball trophies on the It-cal,
ceiving a degree from Knoxville state and national lev.!
PROMOTE CHRISTIAN IDEA S
college this year.
The company has further
inScholarships given in Tennessee
beginning in 1951-52 totaled $10,800 tributed to good citizenship by
with one half this amount given sponsoring the Teen-Town Sin., Ts
on Saturday mornings over W D.
to West Tennessee students.
The company is now in the pro. I. A. It has attempted to 1 in
eess of initiating a scholarship pro- promote the religious and Cl. :agram in connection with Tennessee Ilan ideals by sponsoring a r: ho
State university which will give show on Sunday afternoons of
a four-year scholarship to 11 Ten- "The Universal Bible Players'.
nessee youths majoring in busiUniversal Life has not in its fness administration with empha- fort to promote an educational
•sts on! salesmanship and life un- gram in the community, overt(' gderwrit mg.
ed the importance of similar I 4.
Six of these youths will be se- grams within the company.
lected from Memphis and Shelby PERSONNEL TRAINING
county area. Scholarships will tosto —
mprovement among t I a
tat $3,600 for the Memphis-Shelby
personnel
'i is encouraged by
area and $7,600 for the 11 scholarcompany sponsored, orgarii,', ct
ships.
training courses. For the home fFARM YOUTHS
fice personnel, the course of sti y
Still in its educational program, offered by the Life Office
M tlivestock has been given to 4-11 agernent Association was
initia d
club and New Farmers of Amer- in 1952 and to date the partici, Iica students, on the state and lo- lion and results have
been c t.
cal level to encourage participa- standing. For all examinatit
tion in these organizations and to written, the company
pays the Ili
promote better farming practices. examination cost.
At the annual livestock show
The qualifications of no fie f
held in Memphis at South Memphis Stockyards in April, t h e representatives are kept up to p ••
by continuous study of the co, 4
championship hog was donated by
pany's training course, and by to
Universal Life at a cost of $200.
A similar contribution is made an- See UNIVERSAL
'Page 10
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PRINTING AND SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT — The major
printing for
portion of the
Universal's large operations is

Linden ave. The conference Is
an annual affair, designed to
instruct and inspire the man-

done In the Printing and Supply department of its home
office. Pictured is a view of
that facility,

agerfal personnel. Persons pre.
sent at the last ineeting us
shown.
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Mattiwilda Dobbs To Appear Here"
In January After Her Met Debut' 4
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SOCIETY
Merryos
Goaound
By Marjorie I. Uien
' Time was when hibernation was time friends of the Rivers'.
an aspect of some species of an- THE MEDICAL CONVENTION
imal life during wintertime. . . Hotel New Yorker will be the
but those creatures no longer may headquarters of the National Medlay claim to this distinctive way ical Association's annual convenof life. Homo Sapiens, Circa Mem- tion in New York City. Our town
phis, 1956 — thanks to air condi- will be well represented with Dr.
COCKTAIL PARTY — The
ered at the table and whirltioning —have resorted to that and Mrs. W. A. Bisson, Dr. and
beautiful Flamingo Room was
ing on the dance floor to popSummertime.
I
Mrs.
B.
F.
McCleaves,
Dr. and
anode of life during
the setting for an evening of
ular hits and old time favorThough we miss the familiar faces Mrs. Leland Atkins, Dr. and Mrs.
fun and gaiety when Mrs. Euites were about 20 Harlem
and cheery "hellos" of the many A. Ross and Dr. and Mrs. Oscar
lila Watson of Harlem House
House co-workers and friends.
folk who are not away, but who Speight, jr. Friends of the Speights
No. 10 entertained with a cockEnjoying the evening were
don't venture out because of heat, are elated over the fact that he
tail party honoring Mrs. ErMrs. Loretta Hale, Mrs. Chrishumidity and sun. . .we must ad- is to read a paper on "Deep
nestine Miller, manager of
tine Anderson, Mrs. Pauline
mit Memphis is now in the midst Neck Insections" before the Ear,
Harlem House 10, and special
Matlock, Miss Helen Little,
of a veritable social desert. . . Nose and Throat department of
guest Mrs. Willie L. Burnett
Mrs. Odessa Miller. Miss Wilwith no oasis in the way of large, the convention. It is no small
of New York City. Seen gathlie Jean Jones, Mrs. Mattie
lively gatherings in sight. So . achievement for a young doctor
these are the times that try the to appear before an array of peers
— and is an honor that rarely
souls of social scribes,
•• •
comes the way of many veterans
in the medical field. We're justiCONGRATULATIONS
fiably proud of the recognition
•
' Genial William Owens was ap- of
his achievements as a specialsuperintendent
new
the
of
pointed
ist in his field. ''Billy" Speight
George W. Lee branch post office ,
will stop with his aunt, Mrs. Vio— thus chalking up another notch
la Bonds in St. Albans, N. Y., and
past
of
enviable
record
the
in his
three years. He was first promoted Jewel will join them for a few
days also.
to Clerk-in-Charge at DeSoto station. . .then to Foreman of Mails , VISITORS IN (YUR MIDST
at Davis station. All this couldn't ' Mr. and Mrs. James H. Purdy,
happen to a nicer person — One jr., of 1152 Cella Circle, were hosts
to their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
whom I've known since late high
James
H. Purdy, III, of Detroit,
school and college days. . .one of
the famed LeMoyne Mad Magici- Mich., and their four grandchiltans during the college's football dren, Romona Louisa, Yvonne Arheydays — then called "B u 1 I minta, Vivian and James H. PurOwens" by his legion of friends. dy, IV, on Sunday, July 29. BarEe's the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. becue prepared by Grandpa PurB. Owens, the brother of A. B. dy was served the youngsters, and
Owens, jr., popular Memphis bach- they enjoyed games and the iceelor, teacher and active Alpha cream and cake served after a
rnember. . .and Ora Lee Owens delicious dinner. Mrs. Purdy and
O'Neil of Kansas City. . .the hus- the grandchildren and their mothband of Vance Avenue executive er went on tour of t h e city and
director Mrs. Addle Griffin Owens visited their great, great aunts
.• .and the proud father of An- and great aunt, Mrs. James Shilkens, Mrs. Hattie Rainey, Mr. and
gela and William Owens, jr.
•••
Mrs. J. K. Rainey, Mr. and Mrs.
D. W. Lewis, and Mr. and Mrs.
WHERE THEY WENT
Gloria Callian, popular Washing- I Robert Malone. It was the first
ton Hi science teacher and he rI time the children had met their
mother, Mrs. Ellen Callian are out great grandmother, Mrs. Lillie
in Los Angeles — after their bout Savage, Mr. Purdy's mother.
Mrs. James H. Purdy, III, is
convenient. Hairdressers evFRED REDMOND, national
of motoring, and not being deterery where a r e recommending
red by heat, desert and moun- the former Miss Hazel Malone, a
style consultant for Paglo Labgraduate of Manassas High
and using this handy little
tains.
oratories of New York says:
gadget. It contains no harsh
Personable Wallace Wilburn is school, where she met her husWhen Summer's scorching rays
alkali or parafin and is guarliving it up in Chicago, Gary, Wau- band. They are now residing in
and frizzing winds play havoc
anteed for its purity as well
kegan, Grand Rapids and Detroit. Detroit.
•••
with your hair — just reach
as for its moisture•proofing
One of his Magnolia school cofor aur handy Pomstick. That
for the hair. Inquire at your
An Interesting personage in our
workers, Yvonne Hawkins joined
local beauty shop or drug
him as far as Chicago before mov- midst was Robert Warr, son of is the simple story behind this
wonderful new item that tostore for Paglo's Pomstick.
ing on to Baltimore. By the way, Dr. Jesse J. Warr of 1165 Canday's women are finding an
It'll be worth your while!
%Vallacs's youngest sister, Chris- non. He's a former LeMoyne stutine Wallace Fields, has recently dent. a graduate of Fisk U., and
left Memphis for the romantic life holds a MS degree in physics
of Hawaii, where she joins her from Purdue university. To prove
husband, Roselle, who is on duty that science is a field which should
HOUSTON, Texas —Texas the usual pattern,"
R. W. Hilwith the U. S. Navy. Their charm- , be of more interest to young men ;Southern university has 1,858 studirector
liard,
of
school.
summer
and
women,
as well as other fields dents enrolled for the second term
ing little daughter, Rosalyn Christine, will also have the benefit of science, Mr. Warr has held out- ; of the summer school. The first "Approximately one-third of the
of the wonderful experience of life standing jobs with the National 'term record enrollment was 2,736 first term students fail to re-enin the South Sea islands. She won Bureau of Standards in Washing- on the campus.
, roll for the second term," he conthe title of Miss Carmen Jones of ton, D. C., the Diamond Ordinance
,.The
decline
in
follows
tinued.
number
Fuze Laboratory aLo of WashingMemphis last year.
7,P
s
iem.
ton,
and
is
Another popular city for
now heading to Ithaca,
phiana this summer is the Motor N. Y. to work as a physicist
City, Detroit. Estelle Eggleston is with General Electric corp., which
there to witness the marriage of as everyone knows, represents one
her niece, Jean Flowers. . .Fran- of the dream positions of o u r
ces Hayes is visiting her sister, times. Accompanying Mr. Warr
Mrs. Mary Thornton, who will are his wife, the former Jessie
join her in a trip to New Jersey Bland and their two children, Dee
and other points along the East- Anna and Mary Ella.
Also visiting the Warr family is
ern seaboard. .and Mary Roberts is visiting in Detroit and its Charles W. Mickle. who is a brothenvirons. . .and we know she er-in-law of Dr. J. J. Warr.
•• •
is enjoying a happy reunion with
The Twelve Matrons Social club
her family and friends, there and
in Chicago where she'll stop on is inviting their friends to attend
her way back home. And another a lawn carnival Sunday, Aug. 12
Memphian enjoying the cosmo- at 52 W. Fields, where one of
politan atmosphere of Detroit is the many interesting features of
the affair will be the round trip
Jacqueline Flowers.
•• •
fare to the St. Louis Cardinal-DodBarbara Jones has joined her gers game that will be awarded
husband, Dr. Herman Jones in the holder of the lucky ticket.
• ••
Kansas City, Kens, where he's
doing residence work in surgery 1 Family and friends of lovable
at Kansas City General hospital Marion Mae Speight, daughter of
and planning to open his office Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, who
for practice there. Herman's moth- heads the French department at
er, gracious Mrs. H. H. Jones, is Bethune-Cookman college, are hap,
visiting in Louisville, Ky., with PY over her rapid recovery from
her daughter, Delores.
!sin:eery at E. H. Crump hospital
Juanita Brewster Poston a n d ' last week. She's now at home at
husband John are off to a w hirl- 1393 South Parkway East for reto become an integral part of
The House Of Sound, New Recwind tour of Philadelphia, New cuperation before going back to
the community and this is our
ord
Appliance
business
is
and
York City, Detroit, Cleveland and Florida. Marion has an interestfirst step in that direction."
holding "Open House" at ILS
Buffalo, and at the latter place ing story to tell relating to the
The House Of Sound has a comthey'll find scores of Slemphians I planning for the operation — and
office at 340 Beale Avenue. on
plete recording studio for perenjoying Alpha Phi Alpha's gold- 1 how the plans were made even
Friday, August 11th, at which
sonal and commercial recorden anniversary convention,
before her own knowledge.
ings. The appliance department
door prizes will be given away.
Fellow scribe Rubye Gadison
Thelma Johnson Harris was reincludes a complete television
Chesley
Sherod,
manager
Mr.
hied away to Detroit, Buffalo and cently released from E. H. Crump;
and radio repair service. Mrs.
the Alpha convention and then lil hospital following a sudden illness.1 of the new enterprise stated
Josie Moore, sales manager for
ale' New York City — and you It was almost co-incidental that! that the "House of Sound wants
can bet your last buck she'll know these two life-long friends were in I
what's what and who's who at all the hospital at practically the
these places. While in Buffalo, she same time,
can bet your last buck she'll know I And in closing, we must pause
what's what and who's who at all to pay tribute to the late Ruby
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
these places. While in Buffalo, she Brown Lumpkins, who left behind
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
wilt be the houeeguest of Thelma a host of friends and co-workers
picked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limit(Ayers) and "Flash" Hardiman,1who mourn her loss, along with
ed amount.
popular former Memphians. . .1 her mother. Mrs. Frank Brown.
and the Hardiman household will I Ruby was loved by all who knew
Vic Como. owner
Wm Pippin, drug'
be a veritable stronghold of Mem- her — and her passing reminds
phians. . .what with Floy (Weath- us all how swiftly we all may
ers) and Bill Johnson of Toledo, leave our places here on earth.
and Dan Carter and wife Dor- She was the widow of popular
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
othy of St. Louis, who will also T. L. Lumpkins, well known barbe guests of the Hardimans. In b('1- college and hotel proprietor.
New York Rubye will visit Wyer ; She was a credit to her family,
and Marjorie Greene Handy _... 1 her church, the community, the
and friend Mayella Stigaler of Memphis school system and the
East Elmhurst, L. I.. who was many social organizations in which
recently here. Methinks we'll have she enjoyed membership.
lots of glamorous news to report
anent these places and the at. WITTMAN WINS MIDGET
tendant social affairs surrounding PLANE RACE
the Alpha convention and the MedOSHKOSH. Wis. — (INS) — S. J.
ical convention in New York.
(Steve) Wittman of Oshkosh, Wis.,
Margaret ad Dr. Fred Rivers won the midget plan.. event at the
have motored to North Carolina International Air meet at Oshkosh
to visit Mr. and Mrs. M. H. San- with an average
speed of 196.72i
dere a a d Dr. Osseo Noel, long-, miles per hour.

Bell, Mrs. Queen A. Merriweather, Miss Willa Lenoir, Misses Cleo and Mary Louise
Jackson, Miss Verline Franklin, Miss Bernice Thome a.
Guests of Miss Mary Jackson
were Mrs. Rose Hannah and
Miss Rose Peterson. M r s.
Florence Hooker was the guest
of Mrs. Odessa MWer. (Mc.
Christian photo)

1 Universal

..4•wr
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1,858 Enroll At Texas Southern

COMO DRUG STO2E

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

Ph. WH.2-1721

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

(ConUnued from page 9)
mal enrollment in the course of
study offered by the Life Underwriters Training Council. A fulltime educational director, himself
well trained formally with more
than 15 years of insurance experience, is employed for the purpose
of keeping a field personnel capable of rendering efficient personal insurance service to policyholders and prospective policyholders.
This interest is taken in the personnel because the company realizes that as self-improvement is
attained, the service to the insuring public — and to the public at
large — is enhanced, thereby promoting the overall contribution of
the company to the city's growth.
SPECIAL SCHOOL PROJECT
Universal Life's doors are always open to schools and colleges
desiring
personally
conducted
tours of the facilities, and institutions of the Tri-State area frequently take advantage of these
guided tours. In 1953, an annual
"Salute to High School Scholarship Day'' was begun wherein
students from local high schools
are allowed to "take over" the
entire institution and learn the intricate working of the business.
This program has proven to be
highly successful, and its value to
the students is immeasurable.
CAPABLE OFFICERS
The officers of Universal Life
Insurance co. are men of high
integrity, well trained in the art
of business management with insurance experience dating back to
the years when wise planning,
courage and foresight were mandatory for 'success. The first major change in the official structure was made in 1952 when A.
M. Walker, Sr. took over the presidency of the institution, succeed-

The Cultural Activities Committee of Le Moyne college announces that Miss Mattiwilda Dobbs will
appear in concert at the college
next January Miss Dobbs will
come to Memphis on her first concert tour after her debut with the
Metropolitan Opera company in
November.
Although Miss Dobbs, an Atlanta-born coloratura soprano, did
not make her United States debut
until 1954, in New York's Town
Hall, she was already well known
to American music lovers through
her brilliant European successes
and her recordings for Angel Records.
She had won first prize at the
Geneva International Competition
in 1950; and then three years later
she became the first Negro to
sing at La Scala, where she appeared as Elvira in Rossini's
"The Italian in Algiers." The
following year she had the Queen
of Shemkha role in London's Convent Garden at a special gala performance of Rimsky-Korsakov's
"Le Coq d'Or," honoting a state
visit of the King and Queen
of Sweden. The King decorated her
with the Order of the North Star.
HOUSE WENT WILD
At her New York debut the
house went wild and the critics
hailed her as "a credit to her
country and to any institution that
boasts her among its stars." Then
after a spectacular concert tour
of the United States, she received
the coveted Merit Award of Mademoiselle Magazine for 1954. After
being cheered by a capacity audience at her second Town Hall
appearance in 1955, she made her
United States opera debut with
the San Francisco Opera company, again singing the Queen
of Shemkha role.
Miss Dobbs concert here is
scheduled for 8:30 p. m., on Jan.
14, in C. Arthur Bruce Hall, and
it will be open to the public. Prices for admission and ticket sales
will be announced later.

M.ATTIWILDA DOBBS

ing his father and the founder, Dr.;
J. E. Walker, presently chairman
of the board of directors. Other'
officers are B. G. Olive, jr., first
vice president - secretary; J. A. ,.,
Swayze, vice president - assistant
secretary; J. W. Kelso, MD, vice
_
president - medical director; H.
A. Gilliam, vice president - agen- The Una Vocal Social club held and as usual was very good. The
cy officer; L. ,R. Taylor, vice pres- their semi - monthly Meeting at meinbers of the club wish to exident-actuary; J. A. Olive. T. J. Tony's to discuss
the final ar- press their appreciation for the coWillis and L. H. Boyce, assistance rangements, of their lawn
party, operation of their many friends
secretaries; G. T. Howell. exec- held August 4. on the beautiful and the various clubs. The Topper
utive assistant agency director and lawn of Mrs. Gwendolyn Marshall, Social club is given individual'
praise for their cooperaton in hay- .
J. T. Chandler, personnel director.. 2100 Riverside. Their
CAN RENDER HIGHEST
friends joined them in an eveningy ing so Many of their members
SERVICE
of fun entertainment. Hoet for the present and for selling about 30
Today, more than ever before, evening was Mrs. Frankie Finnie, tickets. Mr. John Harden, their
very capable president is to be
with the numerous plans of insur- Mrs. Sara Fitzgerald, reporter.
ance coverage offered in the ordi- Members and several friends of commended. Mrs. Donaldson, re..'
nary, industrial and accident and the Sixteen Sophisticates were porter.
health fields, Universal Life is in 1beautifully entertained by M r s.
a position to render the highest(Nolan at Tony's on June 30, when
form of service to all those who plans were made for attending the
40.1
have at heart the safe-guarding "Starlight Revue." Tickets were
of their loved ones in the years purchased for the affair; a n d
WANT HIM TO
that lie ahead. With the increas- guests enjoyed a delicious cold
THINK YOURE
ing awareness of ,a need for high- plate and a variety of drinks.
er education, Universal Life rec- The following Friday night, Mrs.
A QUEEN?
ognizes the part it can play in Smith was the club's hostess and
.
fostering its attainment among was responsible for the pleasant
youths, and is better able to aid evening enjoyed by all. Final disworthy students desiring to con- cussions were about the "Gingham Dress Dance," held Sattinue their formal training.
urday, July 14th at Currie's club.
Treat him like a King!
The important factor of job se- At that
time clubs whic ii
curity is recognized, and Univer- !participated were:
Serve him
Toppers, Blue
sal Life is attempting to instill ; Notes, L & M, Shalimar, King
of
the feeling of security into the (Knights, Gamma Laverettes,
Aremployees by doing something istocratic Few. Sophisticated Few,
about employee relations and im- Las Dilletantes, Starlight, La Riproving its welfare program.
tas, Happy Hour, Gersoppha
The facilities of the building ;Dukes and many others.
are now being improved; the
More news concerning the Sixphysical plant is being redecor- teen Sophisticates, is centered
ated, and the retirement annu- around the "Gingham Dress
Look for the sunny-stripa
ity plan set up several years Dance" held at Curries Club Tropbe
package and lal.
ago will be supplemented in the icana, Saturday night, July 14.1
near future by a group insur- Music was played by Ben Branch,
ance and hospitalization pro•
•
gram, all of which will benefit
•
•
the personnel socially and economically. Time and expansion
will naturally create more and
VACATION TIPS
better job opportunities for prepared persons.
Universal Life Insurance co is
Indeed a symbol of progress in
Memphis and a rock of security
for its people.

(

Don't forget to
stop the Milk

furniture and appliances also
maintains a complete stock of
new musical instruments. The
new busness is a division of
Amro music store, prominent
In bands instrument throughout
the South. The Appliance department is a subsidiary of Cisco Appliance and furniture
company.

CARD OF THANKS
May I take this method to
express my sincere thanks to
my many friends for the flowers, cards, letters, calls and
visits during my recent illnees.
Many, many thanks and
may God bless each of you.
MADAM G. S. M. YOUNG

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
for COLORED SALESMEN

and...
Keep in touch with home
by Telephone

Exceptional Opportunity for a number of salesmen
and saleswomen to call on prospects in Memphis
and Metropolitan area. Must have high school
education or better. Salts experience not necessary but applicants must have good appearance and
ability to promote public relations. Training and
leads furnished. Those who qualify have opportunity to earn $150.00 weekly to start and advance
to q managerial position in a highly dignified and
professional field. Car is necessary.
Apply in own handwriting in care of:

Plan ahead for a happier,
more carefree vacation.
Telephone ahead to make
reservations. Phone to
be sure of seeing friends
along the way. And call
home to keep in touch.
It's easy to do. And
Long Distance costs
so little.

c/o Tri-State Defender
236 So. Willington
Memphis, Tennessee
State age, experience or qualifications

It's Twice As Fat, fo Coll By Number

Southern Bell Telephone
•

•

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., AUG. 'Ii, 1956

f By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

With LEODA GAMMON

With August already in, young
Skipping off by plane for a pair
Minds are already being turned of weeks are Dr. and Mrs. W. B.
toward the beginning of school. ' Bell. One week will be spent in,
It is a nappy time for moat of Hampton. Va., attending the Nathem, especial), in upper grades tonal Dental Association meeting '
and college; for a chance to see while the other will be in New
many old friends who have been York City seeing the sights. Also
away for the Summer.
attending the National Dental AsFor these first beginning young- sociation meeting are Dr. and
sters it is usually a bit frightful. Mrs. W. E. A. McKissack, jr.
MRS. FDR HONORED—Mrs.
for over $4,000 from Charles
Leaving dear mommy all day, McKissack, as you know, is presiFranklin D Roosevelt, coE. McGuinness chairman of
getting use to the teacher and so dent of the State of Tennessee Denchairman of the New York
the Greenwick Village • Chelmany children they've never seen tal Association.
State Stevenson for President
sea branch of the state combefore. When these little friends VISITOR FETED
committee receives a check
mittee. The check was pre•
are made though and love for the
Gracing the lovely home of Mrs.
teacher conies; its hard to keep Annie M. Bond on Middleton at.,
them at home, even under a ne- , last Wednesday evening were
cessity.
, several matrons as Mrs, Pearl
I It seems very hot to be talking Bentley of New York City was letabout football but before you know ' ed. Her many friends and former
it, the season will be here. Already church members N ho enjoyed the
in the line of practice are the occasion were Mesdames Lessie
Green Hornets at Merry Hig h Spann, Lillie Bell, Jessie Savage,
school . . . T. R. White, head Rose Jones, Mary Whitlow, Lula
coach, is driving them daily in Thomas, Jennie Butler (sister) Anhopes that this season will mea- na Hildreth, John Mayo, Maude
sure up to last year's or better., Trotter and her guest, Mrs. Maggie
Lane Dragons will be coming in Clark from Nashville, Tenn., who
By BENNIE BUTLER
the last of this month getting is Mrs. Trotter's sister.
Speaking at a dinner given in honor last Monday
ready to start practice on SepA delicious salad plate, cold
timber 1, under Coach J. A. Cooke. drinks and cookies were serv- night, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt pleaded with her audience
ed. Each of the guests brought to step up the drive to nominate Adlai Stevenson as the
ACCENT ON TRAVELLERS
Mrs. Fern- Walker has gotten Mrs. Bentley a gift with a special Democratic party's candidate for President. The dinner,
quite Frenchy Received a card one being presented by the hostess. oonsored by the Chelsea-(reenwich Village Stevenson for
13marked Paris, France, and it was Mrs. Bonds also presented Mrs. President.
group, was a $10 per
written in French. She said. she Clark with a beautiful handker- plate affair to raise funds for Stevworld, we need the courageous
the
misses her country but the time chief. Winning the prize for
Thom_ enson 5 campsign, held at the leadership of an Adlai Stevenson
Lula
Mrs.
game
was
played
ahe was having on her voyage was
Fifth Avenue hotel.
wonderful. A good thing I had a as.
Mrs. Roosevelt is honorary coIn part, Mrs. Roosevelt, said:
Mrs.
happy
to
see
were
All
little French, huh! or I would have
resident and "In a crucial period when the is- chairman of the Nev' York Stevenas
she
Bentley
was
a
been stunned for reading.
church worker of Jackson sue is whether we are to have a , son for President committee
Master Milton Leonard Womack' faithful
Other speakers were former Air
free world for all or a captive
many years.
for
Is really a globe trotter this summer. Time he arrived from Chicago he departed for Memphis,
Tenn , to visit his aunt, Mrs. Litlian Jones and his grandmother.
Mrs. C. A. Womack who had
just arrived from New York. She
has been there for over a year
staying with her daughter and
family, Mrs. Dorothy Womack Bry_ DETROIT — An estimated 12 outside and inside outer castings road. Clanking noises accompany
ant. Mrs. Womack expects to reto 15 million people every year buy for cuts and undue wear. Tread unsound shock absorbers.
turn to her residence in Jackson,a used car but verY few of them patterns should be even across the
18) Engine compartment: lift
soon.
'really know how to shop properly tire, indkating proper wheel align- hood and check for unusual
We are all very happy Mrs. for the car that they want and mint.
amount of dirt, grime or caked
Mary Lou Womack is able to be need. This was pointed out here 3) Upholstery and general sp- oil residue.
un and out again after her this week by S. P. Hutchins, auto pearanee: interior should not he
19) Trunk: open trunk for apemergency operation. She is the company executive, who present, unduly soiled or torn. Seat covers
pearance, check and examine
mother of Milton Leonard.
ed 21 rules to guide prospective may be an indication of the pre- the spare tire for cuts and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hardy are used car shoppers.
vious owner's care and pride but breaks.
vacationing in Chicago. III., and
Hutchins pointed out that eus- can also hide bad rips and stains. I 20) Body rain gutter over top
Indianapolis, Ind. In Chicago they tomer' are often at fault by shop- 4) Brakes: should have a firm of doors should be
straight. Look
will visit sisters and brothers of pin g- "price" rather than quality. Pressure and be well up from the down the side of the car to
make
Mr. Hardy and in Indianapolis the He pointed out that no two used floor.
sure body metal is smooth. A
mother and sister of Mrs. Hardy cars are exactly alike and purSteering: ear should travel wavy gutter or side panels are
will be visited as well as Atty. chasers who look for price alone straight ahead without weave or the result of reworking a car after
'and Mrs. P. L. Hardin, formerly too often find the first costs are sway.
an accident.
of Jackson. Everyone is talking not "the best deal," as repairs and 6) Clutch travel; in a standard
21) Battery: cheek battery to
about the lovely new home the maintenance can sometimes be transmission type car, clutch make sure it does not have dried
should engage in gear smoothly or cracked plates or that excessIlardin's have acquired since be- costly.
with clutch approximately halt- ive acid deposits have destroyed
ing in Indianapolis.
NEW CAR DEALERS
way out. If an automatic trans- battery frame.
: Mrs. Adaliah Gilmore and two
A new car dealer who sells new
Hutchins pointed out that in the
of her children, Paula and Jack- cars has more facilities, trained mission, performance should be
final analysis the most important
ie, are in Beloit, WiS., visiting par- personnel, and equipment to con- smooth and quiet.
insurance is to know your dealer.
ents of Mr. Gilmore. Husband, dition his used cars. When proper- 7) Engine starting: should
start quickly and easily when en- Again, don't be fooled by price
Jack, has been there for some Iy reconditioned, these cars give gine
is cold. When temperature and terms. Look for quality protime and expects to return with a better value to the purchaser,
gauge shows warm, car should ducts with a quality businessman.
them.
Hutchins said new car dealers start
more quickly.
, Mrs. A. C. Ford and Mrs. C. generally keep only their better
A. Kirkendoll are enjoying the at- trade-ins for retail sale, prefer- for operation and discoloration.
at
mosphere of Kansas City. They ring to sell outright to wholesalers 9) Radio: Play radio on
were joined in Memphis enroute those units not suitable for re least two stations.
by Miss Hilda Kirkendoll of Kan- sale. These remaining "f ir at 10) Foot pedal pads: should not
sas City whom Mrs. Ford will he choice" cars naturally represent be unduly worn. Floor mats
visiting. Mrs. Kirkendoll is the the best value. Such dealers ire- should be in reasonable condition.
11) Heater and defroster: don't
house guest of her father and quently offer customers a written
fail to check operation, even in
mother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. warranty which assures the cussummer.
Kirkendoll, sr.
tomer of the dealer's confidence
12) Amp-meter gauge: should
In the city for a visit with her in the product he is offering.
indicate no more than three-quartoe re nts, the
M cNeeley s
on
Hutchins added that too few rug- ter charge when
driving and
Stonewall. is Mrs. Edna Carthorne.tomers take a thorough demon- should
discharge only slightly at
of Tyler Tex.
stration ride when selecting their engine idle.
Little Rock, Ark. finds Miss ; purchase. This is the buyer's can , 13) Oil filter:
check ta see if
Lillian Coleman who resides on,Portunity to point out the obvious ear has replacement
type filter.
Cumberland street as guest of 'items which should be corrected 'Ls so, this can
save the owner
Margaret
Walker. She is also before delivery.
Mrs.
money.
enjoying seeing the campus, Phi- 21 RULES
14) Lights: check lights in
lander Smith, where her son. Don- To point up some of the things dim and driving ranges. park,
Also
aid Nelson is matriculated during a customer should consider, Hut- check stop lights and tail
lights
regular session,•
chins set forth "21 Rules for Buy- for operation.
: Mrs. Arva Lee Robinson has Or as follows:
15) Rust: very extensive rust
returned from a very enjoyable 1) Oil pressure: should be in will reduce pride of ownership,
stay in Detroit. Mich. Spending the mid-range on the indicator and can cost you money.
16) Oil; pull oil stick and check
his vacation in Winston-Salem, N. and hold steady under accelerafor clear oil. Presence of water
C., is Mr. Sam Bonds, local mail tion.
carrier.
2) Tire wear: Cheek both the bubbles in oil sample indicates
Probability of big repair bills in
the near future.
17) Shock absorbers: test by
drying over reasonably rough

August features plentifuls in
abundance. Among those listed by
the U. S. D. A. are: Turkeys, both
broilers and fryers, beer, Summer vegetables, fresh bartlett
pears, rice, fresh processed kmons, fresh plums, peanut butter,
milk and other dairy products.
Turkey is It good food any time.
senetd at a pre - convention
but served in a delicious cooling
dinner in Mrs Roosevelt's honsummer-time salad, it is superb!
or, held at the Fifth Avenue
Turkey salad as a main dish in
hot weather is easy to eat, tasty
Hotel last week.
and nourishing as well. The body
needs protein whether the weather
is hot or cold. This highly protein salad will help guard against
that "sagging at the scams" when
the thermometer soars.
This hearty salad makes real
meal preparation a breeze too.
With rolls, perhaps a garden-fresh
vegetable. and a simple dessert,
•
supper can be prepared in next to
no time.
An outstanding feature of most
main dish salads is that they can
Force Secretary Thomas K. Fin- "
' be prepared in advance and even
letter' vho intimaten that t h e
Democrats could oply: win wit h improve in flavor as they mellow
Stevenson, and former New York:in the refrigerator. They'll be at
Illicit: best thtn, crisp and cold
City Police Commissioner Francis .
when they come to the table. Any
Adams, NS ho proved to he a clever
mixture containing mayonnaise, of
satirical chatter-box. In h i s
course, should he refrigerated unquips he said: "The Republicans
lit serving time, particularly in
have determine:1 that if the Presi- a arm weather.
dent (-an walk, he must run
To have that necessary meat on
again. and referred to "govern- hand, psi plan your roast meat
ment by sedatives
or poultry meals so that there will
The Rev. Edler Hawkins, of St. he meat left to use in a salad.
Augustine Presbyterian church in Of course, the canned meats go
the Bronx, opened the banquet vs CH in this impromptu meal planvs ith a prayer, following the sing- ning which tj pities summer living of the National Anthem. He in also.
also delivered the doxology.
Try this salad and see how good
Petite songbird, Maxine Sulli- it15'
van, sang two numbers, accom• CURRIED TURKEYperiled by her hubby on the ivor_ RICE SALAD
res. The Coachmen, a nifty male Cubes of tender turkey cornquartet, sang a spirited number bin,' with rice and green peas in
entitled "Believe In Stevenson," a salad with an extra hint of curry.
with the audience joining in on Two cups cubed cooked turkey
1,2 cups cooked rice
the chorus.
1 Tablespoon vinegar
2 Tablespoons melted butter
I teaspoon salt
3,4 teaspoon curry powder
1 cup chopped celery
1-4 Cup chopped green pepper
12 to 2 cups cooked green peas
Gs To Play' 3-4 cup salad dressing or
mayonnaise
•
Mix cooked rice with vinegar.
melted butter, salt and curry powder and refrigerate for several
hours. Just before serving. tomLOS ANGELES — (INS) — U.
C. L. A. backfield ace R o n n i el
Knox was reportedly flying east li
Monday to discuss an offer of ;
$14.000 to play with the Hamilton
TOKYO — (INS) — Communist
Tigers of the Canadian Football
China revealed today it suffered
league.
a major storm disaster last week
The Los Angeles Examiner re- when typhoon
Wanda killed at
ported that Knox received the of- least 1,960
persons and injured
fer from Jake Gaudaur, general 1,209 others in Chekiang
province.
manager and president of the TiAn announcement broadcast by
gers, whose headquarters is Otta- Radio Peiping said
the casulty
wa.
figures %s ere still "incomplete."

Drive
For
spurs
FDR
Mrs.
Stevenson At Fund Dinner

•

•

•

•

Expert Cites 21 Rules
For Used Car Purchase

Knox Offered
14
By Hamilton

Typhoon Kills 2,000
In Chinese Province

•

ONE BRIGHT SPOT — Although
completely overshadowed by the
dismal playing of the rest of the
Giants, rookie first baseman Bill
White has managed to display a
little class at bat and afield. White, POST OFFICE Department Is isstamp
currently socking the ball at a suing a 3-cent postage
..25R clip, has
collected 14 homers commemorating Labor Day. First
and is topped only by Willie Mass day sale for the new stamps will
In the runs batted in department. 16; September 3. ( Labor Day) at
Camden, N.J., home of Peter J.
MrCuire, founder of Labor Day.
PURDUE SWIMMERS SEEK
The stamp, which is blue, depicts
01 YMPIC BERTHS
a man. woman and child.
LAFAYETTE, Ind.
(INS )—
Eight Purdue university members
of the Lafayette Swim club w
compete for Olympic berths in
the five-day swim trials opening
at Detroit, Mich.
The Lafayette Swim club, runRECORDS FOR EVERTONI
nerata for the national indoor ti'
tie last year, is headed by ceter306 Poplar of LowderdeM
an back stroker Coralie O'ConPhon• JA 5-6348
member
or, a
of the 1952 Olj m pie squad.

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

?olcurests

7i.
Made '9th
"Porcupines"
Rice
Iliceland

Serve
powder
and
chill
ci
(;round Beef
nerkli
tat %tired
taraeapoon

1 medium eiti011,
GREDISN'TS:
i 1 thin
beef
'
pepper, sliced
trroond Riceland
pottncl
1
(Wooled
as green
thin tomato toles
as cup
Rice
powder
1 cups
Zt
slat
chili diamteaspoon
1 teaspoon pepper
pepper and
in
males
Itcld
Rice, salt,
about 1.1ts in a. skillet. nion.
I/4
Riceland
balls
o
fat
Pour
beef,
into 8 dish. Melt minutes. Cover.
MI%
together. FOrinan oven Cook 15
der.
meat.
pepper.
in
reis ten't'
over
Place
eter.
green tomato juice the visible rice Serves S.
and
desid
onion pepper and hours or onta
if
green
tomato sauce 'Riceland Rice
1 I's
350°F. 1. to
additional
ult...
genuine
att.
beat
Cee
recipe tor
Serve with
in this
kNN‘‘V4Si /
,
..0
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Words of Om Wiso
FROM THE WOMEN — Thorgood Marshall, director•eoungel of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational fund,
smilingly accepts a contribution of $800 from Miss Mar.

TOO LATE — Giants' speedy eels
terfield ace. Willie MaYs, appears
to be coming around but its too
late. The youngster has failed his
team day after day and on one
occasion manager Bill Higney was
forced to bench him. Mays, whose
marital life ha% not been running
too smoothly, has begun to pound
the ball and make those sensational catches.

Igo

NewArork Boys w artionors

Whalovoris Weal unto
Moe, do it not unto thy fellow.
This is the whole law. The rest
is but eminnontary.
—Maimed)

bine with turkey. celery, green
peppers. peas and salad dressing.
serve on a bed of green:, garnish,
ing with spiced peaches and endive or parsley. Makes about six
servings.
A real scrumptuous dessert to
go with this supper can he made
by using two chocolate layers from
packaged cake mix. Split layers
and put together with sweetened
whipped cream mixed with chopped walnuts and instant coffee
powder. Put more of the cream
mixture on top and sprinkle with
more chopped walnuts.

garet Reed, financial secretary
and chairman of the annual
founder's day breakfast of the
Brooklyn chapter of the Business and Professional Women's

clubs, while the president, Mrs.
Helen Maxwell looks on, The
presentation was made at the
NAACP fund office in N e w
York. (Layne Photo.)

quicic
'WE asAr

SEVEN ROOM HOUSE
'and THREE CABINS

*FOR SALE.

COOKS FL
44 FEW01

Good Buy For Persons Interested In
Renting Rooms
OR FOR COMFORTABLE RESIDENCE

It

*lie TEEN-AGE DREAM ('ARS—Someday you may be riding la
automobiles that look like these smartly-styled miniatures. These
"dreams" won first place awards for their builders in the 1951
Fisher Body Craftsman's Guild model ear competition. Upper ear
was designed and built by Peter T. Gregory, Schenectady. Lower
w is ilse work of Ronald C. Pellmss, Sityclu.

1024 at Gaston Park
Phone

P. L. WRIGHT

WH. 6-2721

FREE COOK BOOK OFFER ON PACKAGE

IEFERIEN
T., AUG. 11, 1956

ow Singer Sarah Vaughan Upset Bermuda Bias
Agrees To Sing
After Change In
Admission Plan

111111%,„

HAMILTON, Bermuda — Singer
1 Sarah Vaughan struck a blow for
democracy in this British island
when she refused to appear at a
jim-crow concert, thereby aiding
natives in their fight to break
down segregation barriers in all
public places.
The famed U. S. jazz and ballad singer has been playing a series of Caribbean concerts f o r
Kingston promoter Stephen H 1 I.
She arrived here Wednesday to
play for two days.
AT AIRPORT
At the airport, she was told by
, a group of Negro leaders t hat
they didn't feel good about the
manner in which the concerts had
been set up. She then learned that
promoter Hill had scheduled two
concerts for her the next day at
white-owned Harmony Hall, a resort hotel that discourages Negro
trade. She was to sing for Negroes
on the hotel's lawn and that even, ing give an all-white audience
show in the ballroom.
Miss Vaughan vehemently objected to this arrangement a n d
informed Hill that it didn't meet
with her approval.
Her determination and the possibility that she mignt quit the
tour and fly home to the States

!arta'
'aa
;

8111
IN THESE DAYS OF over the
ocean exchanges of talent there
are other switches that are not
exactly on the -swap kick."

Above Mabel Dose, first woman on the continent of Africa
to be elected to a national assembly is shown in America
%here she conferred oith ca-

pitol Records prexy, G. E. Wallichs in Hollywood. On the
right singer Sarah Vaughan
now in Bermuda on concert
tour, talks mith Harmony Hall

manager Bill Tumbridge who
met her at the airport. Photo below shows London combo leader Ray Ellington whom
Joe Glaser, U. S. talent repre-

sentative wants to bring to
America to play on an exchange plan while George
Shearing group invades the
European continent. TV and

Femme Usher Grabbed
For Lead In Voin" ilp"
1 HOLLYWOOD. Calif. --a ANP1—
After years of study, and waiting,
pretty Iona Armstrong. who had
given up hope of landing an act- i
ing role, is currently heading the
cast of "Goin' Up." the original
comedy being offered by Negro
Actors Associated.
) Director Bob DeCoy attended
an Ebony Showcase presentation,
hoping to find an ingenue for the
play.
t After seeing the production, he

Eddie Haywood Stars
On Pair Top Air Hits

selected Miss Armstrong. who was
serving as an usher.
was so surprised." said the
young actress. "After seeing all
the performers, he came to me
and asked if I would be oilling
to audition for his company. It
was my hiageat thrill."
''Goin' Up" is playing each Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening
in the Dance and Drama Play.
house here.

Eddie Heywood. composer -pianist, gifted with unique left hand
ability on bass notes, whose recording of "Canadian Sunset" is
currently riding the crest of a
country-wide popularity wave, was
guest on CBS Radio's "The Woolworth Hour: The Best In Music"
Sunday.
Laterthe same day he visited

Prez Young, Eldridge IA
Radio Air Aces Aug. 11
Two orchestras. no jazz stylists
and headline vocalist Steve Lawrence are in Mutuats •'Bandstand.
USA" spotlight Saturday (8 to 10
p.m., NYT
The baton-men are Lest er
Young, to be heard from New
York's Birdland. and S a in m y
Kaye, airing his portion of the

CBS Radio's "Mitch Miller Show."
Heywood is currently playing
an engagement at New York's
night club, The Composer, with his
trio,

mg

New York state raises more domestic ducks than any of the othCr states.

Ford Foundation
To Aid Writers

ni
a
‘I

8

The Fund for Adult Education, magazines, radio and television
a Ford Foundation unit, last week stations and educational film orannounced that it is offering some ganization,.
Recipients are expected to at20 grants for study and training
tend a one-week institute next
for persons in mass communica- . July. After that they may propose
tions. The program gets underway any program of study or practinext Jul y'
cal experience they choose for
The Fund stated that applica- from three months to a year.
tions
awards
The money value of the grants
cepted from writers, reporters, ed- will differ, with no minimum or
itors, producers and program di- maximum sum set beforehand, the
rectors, as well as newspapers, Fund said.

Billy Taylor, Foe Of Rock'
eaks OutForlazzCombos

It
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a

a

Dr. Pinn Heard
On Air From N. Y. S

\

I

alloa trom Atlantic t .•;, a Steel
Pier. The jazz statists are Zoot
Sims and Roy Eldridze. continuing their 'Battle of Hot and Cool
Jazz" from New York's Cafe Bohemia. Lawrence will be heard .

NEW YORK — The Rev. Dr.
Walter S. Pinn, pastor of the Calsary Baptist church of the NationANP) — One of jazzdom's way to a musical education be- , ington, and wanted
him in the chi
al Baptist Convention, in Jamaibrightest stars, Billy Taylor is an fore he could read or write.
ington, and wanted him in the club.
ca. L. I., N. Y. spoke on CBS
His family settled in Washing-It He went to the Taylor home and
Radio's "Church of the Air" Sun- outspoken foe of rock 'n' roll.
He prefers the small jazz corn' ton, D. C., and Billy's father, a guaranteed
day.
Billy's safety to lidMusic for the 'service was pro- bo because, he says, "it is easier, dentist, played several musical in
ly's mother, who was skeptical.
vided by the 40-voice Senior Choir l to listen to and permits a closer
struments and sang. His mother
Taylor recalled: "It wasn't the
of the Calvary Baptist
church,1 relationship betocen listeners and I also sang, and his brother, Ru-•
place for a kid to start, but the
under the direction of William
Milton Guines. Samuel J. Daniels musicians." dolph,played piano.
tprotected
An erudite disciple of jazz, the
Taylor was profoundly impress- managernal1: gra tepfrtoi forlt,ec
provided organ music.
some grunly s ettheart
•
35-year-old ABC - Paramount re- ed by the jazz-piano playing of started out that young didn't have
cording star, is currently playing an uncle, H. Clifton Taylor. He be- that protection."
at the London House here giving San studying the piano, and at the
His pay for 'playing there was
Frank Mitchell of the London fans a taste of his brilliant talent. age of 13 was good enough to turn a3 and tips.
Foreign Office, arrived in ChicaTaylor was born into a musical pro.
go last week to succeed Stafford family in Greenville, N. C. fig left
The manager of a rowdy night
Barff as information officer at the the sate, however, when r.• tree ; club called Harry's Bluebird
Inn
British Consulate•General offices. six months old, and was on hia had heard Billy
play around Wash -

New Aide Here

singing from Club Bolero. Wilds% ood. N. .1.

A ZAG
aft'
Witik
ZI,GY JOHNSON

4
1
6
1

other engagements already
booked for Ray may block the
exchange plan, however.

led Hill to quickly insert ads in
the morning newspapers saying
there wouid only he 0— 'how to
which everyone was invited.
BITTER FEELIN6
This somewnat cooled off t h•
native's bitter feelings, but after
a conference, they decided not to
patronize the affair, although they
sent a note to Miss Vaughan
thanking her for the forthright
stand she had taken in their behalf. Their spokesman said that
they took this course of action because to patronize Harmony Hall
one night and be barred the next
still didn't help their cause.
Miss Vaughan told friends 'she
wholeheartedly endorsed t heir
aims to achieve complete Integration on this British-owned posses.
sion, located three flying hours
from New York and dependent
upon American tourist trade.
Since the neighboring island of
Nassau lowered all racial barriers
early this Year. Bermudians of
color have stepped up their demands for the same display of
democracy here.

Ray Ellington
Rock 'n' Rollers' Brawl
Sought For An On Packed Excursion Ship
Exchange Deal

DETROIT — Seeing where Elvis •lie lost the auit about thy itae of
By CONRAD CLARK
routine harbor cruises, under the' agers took over, with knives, fists,
Presley will get S30.000 for three the name aDathiy-0" said. alley
i
appearances on the Ed Sullivan Ziegfeld, hoo about doina, a ouest
BOSTON. Mass. — (ANP) — sponsorship of the Ten High Sol razors and what have you, the
By EDWARD SCOBIE
lington. has been offered a con' Boston Belle quickly turned about
show only goes to prove w'ny the shot on my show. Now that hi'
More than 2,630 passengers were cial club, a local group.
and made for ner berth at Rowe's
LONDON
enormous crowds are frequenting aitting in for Jack Eiaan at the
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South integrating, Dr. Fitzpatrick Says
Masonic Leader
Reports On Tour
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BATESVILLE.
Mrs lnct Harris, Miss Hattio
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Henry and the Rev. Lloyd Smith
Albert Watkins, Mrs. Collie liar- went to Little Rock last Monday
The following attended the Sun- where Miss Henry had a check-up
"Integregation is becoming a Lodges throughout
the country,
day School Convention at Tucker- with a doctor.
reality faster than we are able to visited lodges in
Washington. D.
man on siit y zstn, Albert Watkins;
Mrs. Juanita Scott and child.
grasp," said Dr. William J. Fitz- C.. Atlantic City, Huntsvil
le Ala.,
Collie Harper. Evangelist M. Vat. Richard are vacationing in Kanpatrick, sovereign grand command- and Virginia.
kins. Saddle Waugh, Philip and, sas City
er of the National Supreme Coun"I was not segregated on the
Charlotte and Sammie Watkins, • The Rev. Lloyd Smith. m i s
cil of Ancient and Accepted Scot- trains either," he continue
d. I
the Earls, Mrs. Nlarria
tish Rite Masons.
tahendsel1r1 rN,sic. elsm,
ar liar-Contrary to popular belief, whites
Res. .1. W. Daniels and Alfreda tritasttalettelinednell
Fitzpatrick made his remarks and Negroes get along pretty %sell
Har'as Chapel on last Tuesday night.
Locke.
in a report to the council follow- together."
Rev. J. W. Daniels and his eoning a tour of southern states pre- RIGHTS' GAINS
Mrs. Jessie Henry, Misses Pagregation worshipped at Bethel tricia, Erma. Stella and Brenda
paring lodges for the coming naFitzpatrick said he was "proud
Henry. Mrs. Inez Harris, Miss HatAME church last Sunday.
tional convention to be held. at of the gains made in the South in
tie Henry and Rev. Uoyd Smith
Cartkin
Birdie
Mrs.
and
Mrs
LilChicago Aug. 18 - 24.
the area of civil rights."
lie McAwin are both on the sick . attended the services at Harris
He said that in Nashville, Tenn.,
He also praised the Eisenhower
Chapel on last Wednesday night.
list.
he did not observe any signs de- administration for the tremendMrs. Irene Smith and Mrs. Lyda
The M. Y. F. held a meeting
signating race in the use of pub- ous amount of work it had done in
Woods are in Little Rock visiting 3 t the Trinity Methodist church
lic facilities.
on
the nation's capital to bring about
their sisters.
last Thursday night. Several from
HIRES AGENT
equality for Negroes.
The Missionaries society met here
attended services at Harris
The L and N railroad has gone
"I think more has been gained
last Friday at AME church with Chapel, recently.
far as to hire a Negro ticket during the past three sears in the
••
president, Mrs. Collie Harper. prehe added. In the past this civil rights field than ever before
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War Veterans.
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.
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Miss Frances Murray, sister of Iladley. Slaster's Coles'. McCoy side of Mrs. Garner's brother. Mr.
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for a
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time
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all spiritually filled and a bapm isters present, Elders Daniel
and family of Beloit. Wis., aro
former residents of Warren.
Savage. Eldrige Fondren from
tism took place.
here visiting their parents, Mr.
A Woolen's Day program is
Memphis. J.C. White from Batesto
Vacation Bible School recently
be held at Bethel AME church and Mrs. Sam Giuhan and Mr.
ville brought the message. Some
closed at St. Peter's M. B. church,
soon,
the date will be announced and Mrs. Fred M. Gaughy.
of the visitors were Mr. Woods, NEWBERN
which lasted one week. The chilA Union Sunday school was
By ARCHA WOODS
Mr Hudson and wife. Mr. Mcd r. en seened to enjoy it and reheld at East Baptist church on
later
Sunday, July 22, was home
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Harris.
Kenny, from Sardis and mother
comfreshments were served. The inlast Sunday.
ing day at Mt. Carmel
Ruby and Sister Wilson. A great Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton and structors
Baptist
were Mrs. Lula Jones,
Mrs. Annie B. Medley Is its
church. Rev. R. Shorty of Hot
daughters. Mrs. Izola Kirk and ,
time was enjoyed.
principal, Mrs. Isabelle Pope.
Springs, Ark.. was the speaker. Pontotoc Community hospital.
•• •
H. B. Kirk attended the District
•••
Mrs. Grace Green is on the
5th Sunday Union in Ripley, Tenn., Mrs. Lena Mae Bedgood and Miss
STARKSVILLE
Edna Robinson, Miss, Katrina
sick list and Garfield Fletcher
DANVIL
LK
last
Sunday'.
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
is improving
• Sheffield and Miss Edna Robinson.
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
after an
operaJoe Anderson Jones of Toledo is
Mrs. Bertha Brown, and chilThe
pastor,
tion.
Rev.
Bowers
Mrs.
was
preJessie
Henry and girls. Padren of New Orleans, La., spent a visiting his relatives here,
Mrs. Mattie Ingram Is remodtricia and Erma Henry went
After spending several days in sent throughout the week renderto eling
- week's vacation with her mother,
her home. Miss Mildred Inservices
Little
ing
.
Rock,
where
Fremont
Ohio.
,
Mrs.
with
his
Henry
son and
had gram
Mrs. loso Rieves.
has returned
a check-up at the University
Mrs. Lillian Wright, wife of the
to
Kansas
family, Jake Rucker returned
hosSignolia
Griffin,
of Chicago
Mrs.
City after a two week vacation
pital.
Rev. Alford Wright has returned
home.
and formerly of Ackerman spent
here with her grand parents, Mr.
Mrs. Inez Harris and Miss
Mrs. Essie Bailey
was
car- from Jacksonville, Fla., where she
Hats few hours visiting her uncle, ried to a Memphi
and
Mrs C. 1V. Ingram.
tie
attended
attended
church
services
.
the
Group meeting at
s Hospital last
Mr. B. L. Robinson last Saturday. Monday.
the Whites Memorial,
The Missions meet in the home
Beatrice Lee of Daytona Beach,
Methodis
t
Dossy Bell of the Eberneezer
church in little Rock last Friday. of Mrs. Cora Hoslum last ThursMr. and Mrs. Herman Bailey of Fla., has been appointed to sell
Community died last Friday July Jackson spent
The Rev. Lloyd Smith of Van day afternoon.
Defende
the
r
cityand
in
vithat
last Sunday here
* ••
27 The remains were funeralized with his relatives.
cinity.
Buren held services at the Trinity
..iffin Methodist church TuesMethodist church.
The family of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bertha Donald is ill at her
evening at 2:00 o'clock. Rev. Woody Scott had a reunion dinner home and we all wish her a speedy
d
Several from here attended serv- Sing In Festival
MRS. E. A. SANDERS (right)
lilah Matthews (left) one of her
pha Kappa Mu and Kappa Del- ices at Harris Chapel on last Sun- ELMIRA
C. T. Allen. officiating.
recovery.
last Sunday.
, N. Y — (ANP1—Miss
head of the elementary educamajors, has signed to teach in
ta Pi honor societies. She reMr. and Mrs Jimmie Alexander
Several from here attended the
day.
Mrs. Savannah Scott will begin
Eva Jessye and her choir appeartion department at Tennessee
Pontiac.
Mich.
Mrs.
Matports to Pontiac'; Whittier
returned last Sunday after spend- fifth Sunday Rally in Rock Springs selling the Chicago Defender, in
Mrs. Edna Webster of Harris ed at the Corning Glass
State unisersity. Nashsille,
Centro
thews. who was graduated in
sshool September 3.
izig their vacation in Chicago vis- Ky.
Chapel
visited the home of Mrs. here last week in a summer
the near future.
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Clergymen Fight
For School Ruling

SAT., AUG. 11, 1956

RALEIGH, N. C. — High church- versity religious professor, joined
men played a leading role here in the plea by •.lie churchmen. He
last week to keep the state legis- made a plea as a white man who
lature from enacting laws that had seen the Negro mistreated in
would be in direct opposition to the state all of his Ille and wanted
the ruling of the U. S. Supreme the legislature to do something
Court as to segregation in the pub- about it.
Rev. T. P. Duhart, Chapel Hill,
lic schools when hearings were
also spoke along with many other
held in Memorial Auditorium.
Bishop Herbert B. Shaw presid- white ministers.
ing prelate of the Sixth Episcopal
District, Wilmington, spoke
against the bill. He told members
of the legislature that he was glad
to have been chosen as one of
the speakers at the prolonged funeral of segregation in North Carolina.
He denounced the bills as not
only unChristian, but downright
conniving, scheming, diabolical
and born of crime, deceit and demagoguery.
JUNIOR TENNIS CHAMPS —
ican Tennis Association's Nazation, Washington, D. C.,
Rev. J. R. Funderburk of puthcompliment winners following
tional Junior Tennis Tournaern Pines and presiding elder of
Handshakes were in order last
play held on the campus of
ment at Durham, N. C. Above,
the Cheraw-Bennettsville District,
week for youthful William
executive
North Carolina college at Durinsurance
Durham
Pee Dee Conference, AME Zion
The Choirs and .Usher Boards of
Neilson, Hampton, Va., a n d
W. L. Cook, left, chairman of
ham. Trophies for the event,
church, took Atty. Gen. W. B. RodDyersburg District .of the C.
the
Clara Henry, lovely tennis
man to task as to what he called
ATA Junior Development Pro32 in all, were donated for the
M. .E. church held their Annual
Kendrix,
stylist
H.
Moss
from
an insult to his people, in the way !
Texas,
and
gram.
second time by the Coca-Cola
Hawkins,
Choir Feast and Usher Guild at
who took top honors at AmerThe Moss II. Kendrix OrganiCompany of Atlanta, Ga.
he pronounced the word Negro.
Miles Chapel CME church in RipRev. Funderburk took vigorous
ley Tenn., July 29.
exception and told the state offi- Rev. T. Atkins, pastor of Plumspiting program feature t h e
Maury county, a n d Minous
cer that he felt that he could cer- mer Grove CME church delivered
i THESE FIVE repreeentatIves
county.
camp
to
Delegates
Shelby
schedule.
Powell,
Rosell
tainly put N-e-g-r-o together so the morning message. The afterClub
4-H
to the Ninth Regional
represent outstanding 4-H leadOfficials In charge of 4-H work
that it would not be offensive to noon was devoted to gospel music
university,
Howard
at
i Camp
ership in their respective
the members of the race.
for the Federal Extension Serfurnished by the host choir and
P Washington, D. C., August 6states and were selected on
vice and U. S. Department of
Aside from this protest from the visiting choirs. Sixteen choirs
their records of achievement
Agriculture, Include Secretary
E3, were named sit the state
AME Zion church, Bishop Frank participated.
in forwarding the 4-H e I ii b
Madison Reid, 2nd District AME
Ezra Benson; C. M. Ferguson,
4-0 conference, 141d recently
Mrs. Earline Halliburton, memprogram in their communities.
administrator, Federal Ertenchurch, also voiced his di:,approvHe praised them for doing a bit' man was going to cancel his tipALBANY, N. Y. — From all inat Tennessee A & I, Nashville.
of Miles Chapel CME church
ber
leadthe
for
other
are
Fares
trips
being
and
Service,
of thinking on their own. But Ne- pearance at the Alpha Phi Alpha
*ion
al of not only the proposed bills,
They are (first row) Sonja J.
Harriman,
Averell
Gov.
dications
gave the welcome address and the
paid by the Tri-State Fair of
gro Democrats, some of them who convention at Buffalo next week,
ers. Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson,
but told the solons that they
Garnes, Blount county; Eunice
response was given by M. L. Mor- of New York will have "to come had just returned from Chicago
universiProf.
Roddy,
Memphis,
1.
R.
Howard
of
president
they sent word to Harriman that
(secshould
in
get
with
step
coutry;
the
times rison, Womack Temple of DyersAlston, Tipton
again" with a stronger statement where they drafted a strong pro- "it would be political suicide to
manager. Shelby County leadty, heads the school commitand put North Carolina in the proond row) Floretla Williams,
burg, Tenn.
on civil rights if he expect to ral- gram on civil rights for considera- ignore the Alpha convention."
ers are Ernest Brazzle, agent,
tee as host to the regional
gressive column in the march to
Shelby county; Hattie M a •
The following churches particin
a
d
Miss
Gaines,
Alberta
Washingthe
of
Tours
camp.
ly the support of Negroes in his tion by the platform committee, in- Prominent on the scene were
freedom and human decency.
J a ckso n, Fayette county;
pated in the day's program:
dicated that they expected Harri- Manhattan Borough President Md..
home demonstration agent.
ton area, recreation, and an inDr. S. Shelton Smith, Duke uni' (third row) Manuel D. Young,
Union City, Rev. A. J. Buckley, bid for the Presidency.
man to make a stronger bid for the an Jack, City Coimeilman Earl
pastor.
Harriman in his speech at the Negro vote in view of the KeBrown of New York, State Senator
Dyersburg, Rev. R. E. Honey- armory in the capital city said fauver Stevenson merger.
Watson, District Leaders
James
sucker, pastor.
he is against moderation and pro- This idea was given impetus
outh
Nevvbern, Rev. Tinsley
poses a "bold" approach to the na- when a quick caucus was called by Elijah Crump, Antonio Rasmus,
t
Halls and Trinity, Rev. E. R. tion's problem.
Harlem big-Wigs after the gover- Cecil Carter, Assemblywoman Bea.
His address was made before nor's speech.
Coleman.
sis Buchanan, and Robert Weaver,
Mt. Zion and St. James, Rev. W. 2,500 Democrat leaders who paid Because of a rumor that Harri- state rent administrator.
$50 to send "the man who thinks
E. Rogers.,
Plummer Grove, Rev. E. Atkins, he is most likely to succeed" to the
he young eopl
w Hope
National Convention in Chicago this
3
STARTS
Baptist church, pastored by Rev. Avery Chapel, W. E. Payne.
month.
BIG
SATURDAY
Charles
B.
Burgs,
Eisenhower
will
observe
DAYS!
Miles Chapel, Rev. B. F. Har- He ripped t h e
The death of Robert A. Cole, wealthy founder and were Marshall F. Bynum, J. D.1
7t
Administration and its middle-ofLink, A. A. Rayner, Sr.,
Chi- their annual day on Aug. 12.
ris.
board chairman of the Chicago Metropolitan Mutual As- cago; T. H. Hayes, R. S ofLewis
Rev. J. G. Truvillian, of New- Helm Chapel and Edward Grove, the-road policy. He pointed out the
200, CENTURY FOX pretent,
surance Association, will not, for the time being, result and S. W. Qualls, of Memphis and ton, Texas, will conduct the morn- Rev. Brackins.
succeso of the liberal and forward
programs of former Presidents
in a change in policy or operation of the company, one Rep. Charles C. Diggs of De- ing services at 11 a.m. and Rev. :Martin, Tenn., Rev. Johnson.
Roosevelt and Harry Truman,
troit.
J.
S.
Howard,
of
and
Dyer
Rutherford,
J.
Rev.
New
Life
Bapfirms.
insurance
largest
nation's
of the
that each refused to listen
stating
tist
Rev.
Keller,
church,
C.
chapRichard
HutoOn.
Will
be
in
D.
charge
' Cole died July 28 in Chicago's
who urged moderation.
advisors
to
lain of Metropolitan funeral par- at the 8 p.m. worship.
Tiptonville and People Chapel,
Wesley Memorial hospital, of a Metropolitan Funeral Parlor, one
pastor
and
Eden
lors,
Beth
of
BapSims.
II.
W.
Rvev.
Mrs.
Margaret
Willingham ls
heart attack following an opera- of the largest funeral homes in
tist church, was scheduled to de- chairman for the day; Mrs. Kate
Rev. R. E. Honeysucker, chair- for 30 minutes which was very intion.
the country, sometimes handling
the
liver
scripture
lesson
was
but
Rev. W. C. Rogers, director; spiring. Mrs. Lula Brown, instrucman;
Dowdy
is
president
advisor.
T. P. Barris, elected
as many as five funerals daily.
attend
bad
when
Farrow
Mrs.
weaIvey, secretary; Rev. tor; Mrs. Ellie Rucker, direcunable
to
Tribute was paid Cole by Maof the company last January when
Harris,
F.
Camp
at
host pastor, and Rev. tor; Mrs. Elnora Hill, secretary;
plane
his
B.
grounded
ther
chairboard
to
Cole was elevated
ceo Walker, national president of
The
new
Rev. J. R. Halliburton, pastor.
physical
presiding elder.
Hullum,
C.
J.
Education
InmaWise.,
on
is
he
McCoy,
where
ROBERT
JEFFREY
VIRGINIA
man, said that Cole's position the National Insurance Associastructor
at
George Holloway, of St. Louis,
Lincoln
High
Star
is
enterU.
Morning
T.
B.
Miss
the
with
Regimental
neuvers
178th
Janthe
until
vacant
MAYO
•
remain
genHUNTER
RYAN
•
Miller,
H.
Robert
and
would
tion,
Geraldine Williams of Bowling tained the Young People of the Mo., was here last week to exCombat Team.
uary 1957, meeting of stockholders. eral secretary of the National FuGreen, Ky.
Church July 29 with a tea from press his appreciation to his cusNot in recent years had so many Dr.
Starts Tuesday! 4 Big Days!
t Funeral services for the 73-year- neral Directors and Embalmers
and Mrs. Reginald Jackson 5:30 p. ni. until 6:30 p. m. There tomers for the splendid cooperaluxury-living persons been in Pil- and
Gina
Toney
Burt
Old insurance tycoon, once des- Association.
family of Richmond, Va., are were 38 young people in the group tion he has received.
LOLLOBRIGIDA
CURTIS
T. P. Harris, president of the grim Baptist church at one time, here visiting with Mrs.
LANCASTER
Mr.
cribed as one of America's richJackson's that seemingly enjoyed every min- James Baltimore is assisting
est Negroes. were held last week insurance company Cole founded and Rev. Austin took advantage parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Par- ute of the hour.
Coe as agent and doing a splendid
moment.
the
of
1928 — said
ker.
at Pilgrim Baptist church, where 28 years ago —
The Juniors gave a Bible Drill job.
he was a long-time member. His Cole stood "as a monument to free "As sure as Robert Alexander
CinimaScope and Color
Cole breathed,'' said Austin, "he
body was entombed in the family enterprise."
mausoleum in Lincoln cemetery. In delivering the obituary Rev. had to work. It was a part of his
Intimates of Cole called him Archibald Carey, jr., former alter- nature, By the sweat of his brow,
"THE PROUD ONES," epic saga of the gun-fighting
'The King''. He was known to nate delegate to the U. N., sum- he ate honest bread."
Marshals of frontier America coming to NEW DAIPf
sentences
two
in
life
Cole's
life,
up
med
big
diamond
ringed
fabulously
Stick-pinned,
a
lived
have
SATURDAY!
Negro
a
born
was
head
Cole
"Robert
business executives leaned forward
rising from pullman porter to
of an insurance firm that has $75 boy in the South (Tennessee) with- in their pews. Some squirmed a litrllioh of insurance in • force. out civil rights. Yet he became a tle as Austin continued, but he
"King" Cole was big in every way millionaire and demonstrated that was Cole's Minister and this was
and his funeral bespoke that big- the great American dream is no his eulogy to Cole.
more dream."
"Many of you have laughed in'
ness.
The invocation was given by the face of the ministry and have
Some 2.000 persons crowded the
auditorium of Pilgrim Baptist Rev. Clarence Cobb, pastor of the denounced the church. On Sunday
church to witness final services. First Church of Deliverance. Con- you find every place to go except
They included some of Chicago's gressman William L. Dawson, who church. Someday you will learn
Most influential church, business was scheduled to attend, and May- that security is not in the bankand political leaders. Many were or Daley, telegramed condolences. book, insurance or assurance —
Three popular singing artists but in God."
from Out of town.
Mrs. Cole, in black dress and
About 100 expensive floral pieces rendered selections. They were
tiecorated the front of the church. Etta Moten of "Porgy and Bess" wearing an orchid, sat mute thru
. Outside the church 300 or more fame; Theodore Charles Stone, most of the service, crying out
curious on-lookers watched as Chicago Defender music critic and a few times
Among those attending the fuCole's widow. Mrs. Mary Cole, and Mrs. Mary Frances Crowley.
her two children. Robert, jr., and Active pallbearers included some neral from out of ton were John
Roberta, alighted from a sleek of the city's important names in Roxborough, John White, Irving
black Cadillac limousine, and en- Chicago business and professional Roan, Edward Cummings, Mr. and
tered the church sobbing almost circles, They were George S. Har- Mrs. Charles Diggs, sr.. and Mr.
hysterically. An hour later, at 12 ris, investment officer of Chicago and Mrs. Carter Jones of Detroit.
noon, church services ended and Metropolitan Assurance company;
Arna Bontemps, Fisk university
relatives and close friends and Truman K Gibson, sr., board librarian, attended from Nash-!
business executives followed Cole's chairman of Supreme Liberty Life ville.
of Look Magazine, relaxes with
Jeffrey Hunter is a young trouble-baiter who manages to rile 1Rubret
ONE OF THE BUSIES"' perfor her master's degree in
Insurance company; John H.
hearse to the cemetery.
Ryan, the town marshal in "The Proud Ones," whether they meet nt
formers in show business,
his wife, Margurite, daughter,
child psychology. They have
More than 50 cars were in the Sengstacke, publisher and editor
Harry Belafonte makes the
Adrienne, 7, and baby daugh•
the local saloon or at Virginia Mayo's inn. The three are co-starred
been married eight years. In
procession. Most of them were of the Defender; Aid. Ralph Metter Shari. The Belafontes met
most of the little time he has
in the Twentieth Century-Fox CinemaScope drama of the days when
the Look article, Belafonte is
calfe, John H Johnson, president
black Cadillac limousines.
at Hampton Institute in Virwith his family. Belafonte, who
called "a national singing senlaw enforcement in the West was more a novelty than fact. The fthn
Officiating at the services was of Johnson Publications; Earl B.
ginia where she was studying
is featured in the new issue
sation." (Look Mag Photo.)
opens Saturday at the NEW DAISY theatre for a 3 day run.
Rev. J. C. Austin, jr., but it was Dickerson, president of Supreme
his father, J. C. Austin, sr., who Liberty; Dr. Walter S. Gran t,
and retired as captain Jan. 1,
shook the rafters as he delivered James C. Martin, civic figure. Er1947, with 35 years of service.
the eulogy praising Cole "f o r nest Morris, restauranteur, and A.
In 1951, he became the first Nefounding with the sweat of his W. Williams, president of Unity
SPRINGFIELD. Ill .— Funeral gro to be appointed doorman of
brow," the Chicago Metropolitan Mutual Insurance company.
servicea were held last week for ;the state Senate, Formerly active
Mutual assurance company, and
Among officiating morticians Henry R. Alexander, 74, doorman
in Republican politics for many
I of the state Senate, and a former 'years, Alexander served as corncaptain in the Springfield fire de- mitteeman at large during a prepartment.
vious state campaign.
Alexander, who was born in
Prices Start At
Springfield Sept. 13, 1881, joined Bermuda has no income tax nor
the fire department June 1, 1912, inheritance tax.
(70C)
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'Playground Festival At Lincal Patk August 16
League Play
Ended
Last Week

Forrest City And Madison Briefs

I

By LOUVENIA J. CLARK

Summertime is the time for fun! hers to attend Sunday school, beAnd what could be more fu5 than ginning the second Sunday in July
a camporee! Recently the g:ure- through the second Sunday in Auketts spent a day on the Brown gust. This effort is concentrated
Farm in 'Madison. The day's ac- upon the Home Department, which
tivities included Arts and Crafts, has an enrollment of 80 persons.
By JOYCE MCANULTY
Nature Study and fun galore. They Awards will be given to the perHello Boys and Girls.
pitched tent early in the morning son responsible for the largest
Playing is an art of developing
and spent a delightful day. Along number of persons attending Sunmuscles, in order that we may
were the sponsors, Mrs. Gwendo- day school and to the persons who
be strong, well built men and
lyn Starlard, Mrs. Tempie Moore- attend every Sunday during the
women. However, playing can be
head and the president of the Eu- month. This program is sponsordangerous without skillful planreka club, Mrs. Elna Shannon. ed under the able direction of Mrs.
ning. Your directors have planned
nice, safe games for you, that
St. Francis County Voters' U. S Bond, S. S. Supt.
League heldk its monthly meeting CHURCH ANNIVERSARY
you may develop your muscles in
Sunday, July 29, at First Baptist
a safe way. Make your plans to atMadison Light church will hold
church. The purpose of the meet- its Church Anniversary on Suntend the playground in your community, and make this a safe,
ing was to discusG the forthcom- day, August 12. This promises to
happy, fun-filled summer.
ing election,
he a very interesting program.
11116
HYDE PARK — Last week we
Newly elected officers are: Wit- Two new deacons will soon be or,
3 by T-Sgt. Bruce Mitchell,
11VINS ENLIST — James and
Cr, A-3C Robert Mason is stafinished our league play. Our girls
lard Whitaker, president; A. V. dained, C. T. Cobb and Victor
local Air Force representative.
Joseph Mason, sons of Mrs.
softball team, cricket ball and JunTurner. 1st vice president; Elijah Starlard, details of this service
tioned with the U. S. Air Force
Both are 1956 graduates of
in Springfield, Mass. (Withers
ior boys softball team brought us
Annie Lee Moten, of 1088
S. Bond, executive secretary, Mrs. be disclosed later. The Missionary
honors. Our festival will be held
Manassas High school. A broth- Photo)
Clyde ave., were enlisted Aug.
Erma Whitaker, secretary; A. N. Society, Mrs. G. W. Pitts, pres.,
on the 16th of August at LinDarden, asst. secretary; A. T. had charge of the night services
coln Park, and we are expecting
Tate, chaplain, The meeting was last Sunday, Rev. R. B. Bland,
each of you to be present.
well attended.
pastor, delivered the sermon.
MELROSE NEWS — We had a
Rev. F, N. McClendon. pastor of
We are happy to report that J.
full week of fun at Melrose playFirst Baptist church and Rev. J. 0. Clay, popular Undertaker, who
ground. Our circus and Wild West
L. Tellington, pastor of Lane Chap. has been il for some time, has
Show was successful. Thanks to
el CME church, exchanged posts improved considerably. We wish
the participants. This week we inSunday morning. July 20 with Rev. him to know that his many friends
vite you to attend our show-off
McClendon delivering the, sermon are praying for his speedy recovprogram.
at Lane Chapel and Rev. Telling- ery.
DOUGLASS — Last week was
ton delivering the sermon at First
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. E ddie
climaxed Friday at L. E. Brown
Baptist chhrch„
Lane of Madison are their daughPark with the semi-final playoffs
ASTOR FETED
ter and her husband, Mr. and
for festival participants. Douglas
The members of St. Luke AME Mrs. Ernest Herron; and their son
teams won in senior boys softball,
church complimented their n e w and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Pinktennis and volleyball; senior girls
The Bethel AME church had an Nose Calloway, of Beautiful Zion;
Booker.
of
pastor and his wife, Rev. and Mrs. ston Lane. Young Mrs. Lane is
Mrs.
Toney
and
Mr.
Sunday,
Program,
volleyball and boundball. We are
Annual Youth
Professor Holbrook
Herbert Scott, Sunday, July 29, the daughter of Mrs. Artie Barr.
looking forward to an exhibition
July 29. The program included Old St. Paul
with a delectable chicken dinner ' All are from Cleveland, 0 h i 0.
Wolfolk.
track meet this week in which we WEST TENNESSEAN N A Mwho during the state meeting
re_uings, solos, and an address on of Mt Pleasant and Mr.
and
all the trimmings. Prepariny Among the social affairs they atMrs.
is
pastor,
and
Hill
J.
Rev.
VisitPark.
Today."
Magnolia
will compete with
ED 4-H HEAD—Tipton Coundiscussed "Why I am Inter"Christian Youth of
and serving the dinner were the tended was a party given by the
Arnetha, chairman.
WASHINGTON NEWS — Thank
ty's Eunice Alston, 1.7-year-old
ested in 4-11 Club Work," Miss
ing church was Stewart Temple
I members of the Ladies Relief club, William Floyds, honoring t h
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Parson, of
you for accepting the invitation
Frazier High school senior,
Alston leaves in a few days
,E church on S. 10th Street and
Mrs. Clarence Smith, pres.
Lanes and one given by Misses
guest,
ad12th
st.,
had
their
who
S.
as
you
last
week.
308
extended
to
that we
was elected state 4-11 Club
ir pastor, Rev. Smith,
for Washington D. C., as a
A lovely tea was held recently 'Marilyn and Sederia Williams,
We had visitors from Macedonia
president at the annual condressed the audience. Mrs. Leat- Mrs. 011ie Mcraw of D e tr oi
state delegate to the Regional
at the home of Mrs. Ella Hicks, ioring the Ilerrons. And a good
NBC Sunday School, Rev. Derrick
servation camp and s h or t
rice Whittaker, chairman, M r s. , Mich.
camp there. Floretta 1111Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hartfield, VISITS PARENTS — Robert Er- pastor; Rock Of Ages Sunday
course just closed at TennesDorothy Kilgore, secretary, and
hams and Minous R. Powell, sponsored by Beth Salem Baptist time was had by all!
church, Rev. G. W. Pitts, pastor. Mrs. John Gilliam and her sons,
of 404 N. 8th at., had as their nest Warr, of 1165 Cannon at., vis- School, and others from various
see State university. T h e
Rev. J. M. Wade, pastor.
West Tennesseans representing
ited his parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. parts of the city.
Receiving the guests was Mrs. Al- John, Bryon, Ronald and Gregdaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shelby county, are also deleMr. and Mrs. J. E. Hightower, guest last week, Mr. and Mrs. J. Warr last week. He completed
onzo Cain. The table was beauti- ory, of Memphis, recently visWe finished our league play this
Frank
Ingram
children
Roband
looking
Thomas
Alston
Covington,
of
now
st.,
are
17th
gates
to
the Washington camp. fully decorated in pink and
of 300 S.
his secondary studies at Booker T. week winning six games out of 11.
green ited their aunt, Mrs. Mary Mallary
she was one of eight panelists
forward to the day their son, Ru- ert and George from Benoit, Mich. Washington High, studied
with a beautiful candle-lit cen- and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
We
—
had
a
at
LeMAGNOLIA
victorA
number
of
members of t h e
fus Hightower returns home from
terpiece. Pour in g the delicious Joe Whitaker. Mrs. Cora Brown
Moyne college, and graduated ious week and had six teams to
the Navy. The young Mr. High- Church of God in Christ, on S. from Fisk
lime frappe was Mrs. Arie Lee has as her houseguests, her daughCirsemi-finals.
Our
university
the
play
in
with
BA
de15th
street
attended
the
Sunday
Wontower, who is a graduate of
Griggs.
gree. He received his Master of cus and Wild West show was
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
der High school is now stationed school convention in Little Rock,
Science degree at Purdue univer- very successful. The kids enjoyed
Millard Phillips of San Antonio,
Madison
church
is
Light
Baptist
Ark.
It
was
reported
that
all
had
a
Md.
Bainbridge,
at
alive with activities as usual—The Texas. We remember Mrs. Philtime, and the cervices sity. An Air Force veteran, he is themselves, 'Wednesday, Aug. 8
The Wendell MB church had a wonderful
married to the former Miss Jessie will be show off night. Come and
Sunday school is now sponsoring lips as Maudess Brown.
The
Annual
Dyersburg
District
H
inspirational.
were
'Hemlines
—
H
amlett:
S.
Cook
July
—
night,
Box supper, Saturday
Mae Bland, of Memphis. They are see what we have done this sea- As•sembly of Choirs and Ushers Rutherford; Mr. Barbee — Dyers- its annual "Better Sunday School Back home from Summer school
28, at the home of Sisters Emma Tommy Allen of Detroit, Mich., the parents of two girls.
son.
met in Ripley, Tenn., Sunday, July burgh; Mr. Glenn — Mt. Zion; S. Month." This is a combined ef- is Clifford Cobb, who has been atBarnes and Carrie Love, of 233 is visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
NEW CHICAGO — Last week 29.
E. 5liore — Ripley; J. D. over- fort of the officers and teachers tending Kentucky State college.
10th
attended
Mae
Jones,
of
335
S.
Fannie
who
S. 12th st. Guests
held many enjoyable moments for
Good-bye for now! See you next
The
made
Up
t
host
choir
he
all — Dyer; F. Montgomery _ to get as many as possible of the
were: Mr. and Mrs. Jim Jones, at. Mrs. Jones was very happy to
the boys and girls and each one morning procession and furnished Hennings; E. Hill —
former members and new mem- week!
Avery
Chap
Mrs.
see
him.
and
Mr.
Paul;
St.
New
of
acted his part well. These boys a very beautiful and touching de- el; Mr. Greene.
Mrs. Ella Mae McClenton, of S.
and girls are learning to play IQ- votion with the lessons from the RAISED $200
14th Street is spending her vagether and have fun. Why- not Holy Scriptures being read by the
cation in Cincinnati, Ohio, visiting
come out and become a part of us? Rev. J. D. Hutson and Edward The committee for the day In- ,
relatives and friends.
DIXIE HOMES — The Letter Hill. The prayer was given by the eluded Rev. H. E. Honeysucker,
Short Course Prepares You - FREE Course To The
Mrs. Sammie Rodgers surprisCarriers Band gave a concert on 'Rey. W. C. Rogers. The Rev. R. chairman, Rev. W. C. Rogers and
Handicapped - REGISTER NOW! Don't Wait Until
ed her husband Obediah Rodgers,
our playground Monday night and E. Honeysucker, who was chair- Mrs. Farrah !vie. The
finance
Deadline.
MACON, Ga. — (INS) — More it was enjoyed by all. We have
with a birthday party last week
man of the days activities outlinat their home on S. 11th Street. than 2,000 members of t h e Ku been busy on our crafts, and all ed the order of the day. Observa- raised was $200.
The Rey. J. C. !Mum, presidGuests present were: Mr. a n d Klux Klan Saturday night heard our crafts will be on display soon, tions were made by the host pasMrs. Victor Mays, Mrs. Eloise Imperial Klaliff Wesley Morgan of come and see them.
ing
elder; Mrs. Alberta Jamison,
tor, the Rev. B. F. Harris, and
173 South Second
Phone JA. 5-9653
Rodgers, Mrs. 011ie English, Mrs. Atlanta denounce the U. S. Su- BEALE PARK NEWS — The the Presiding
Elder, the Rev. J. district secretary.
Eliza Thomas, Mr. and M r s. preme Court as "a bunch of nine main attractions for the past week C. Hullum.
Campbell, Mrs. Huston and Mrs. black-robed buzzards."
at Beale Park were our league
QUOTES DAVID
Richardson. Ice cream and cake The one-armed
Klansman also game with L. E. Brown and the
The sermon was delivered by the
were served.
warned that "before cold weather Circus and Wild West show.
Rev. E. Atkins. Rev, Atkins was
The Bethel AME church on N. Sets in Atlanta will
was
held
WednesLeague
play
know all about
8th at., held the Sunday school
day when we played host to L. E. at his best as he prayerfully talkthe Ku Klux Klan."
convention at Henden, Ark, last
Brown, Beale was successful in ed to us with a admonition for
week. Those attending from Bethel Setting for the meeting was a winning Intermediate boy's soft- all but especially to the Ushers,
AME were Mrs. Whittaker, Toddy vacant lot brightly lighted by three ball, girls cricketball and junior when he gave us David's words
White, A. B. McClenton, Jurlean burning crosses, one 16-feet high. boys horseshoes. Congratulations "I'd rather be a doorkeeper in
the house of my God than to dwell
Roberson, Patricia Whittaker and The lot is two blocks from the Ne- to all the winning teams.
gro area.
Rev. J. M. C. Wade. pastor,
The boys and girls are anxious- in the tents of the wicked." Psalms
ly completing their craft mater- 84: 106; and to the choirs when
Mrs. Kathleen Whitefield, of 200
S. 12th st., entertained her little 14th at.. was entertained last week ials in readiness for Show - off he again used David's words How
shall we sing the Lord's song in a
daughter, Patricia, with a birth- by the Shelton Sisters who reside Night this week.
day party, Wednesday, July 25. at 218 S. 12th at. All are students LINCOLN PARK — The children strange land?" Psalms 137:4.
at Lincoln Park had a very fine
At the close of the morning wor(lakes a Tom Collins best The party was well attended. Pa- of Wonder High school.
tricia, who is now eight years old
The New St. Paul MB church week on the 'playground this week. ship, dinner was served in the
Gilbey's perfect clarity is a clear sign is a student at Wonder High. had a Popularity Contest, Sun- Highlighting the week's activities beautiful church kitchen, and on
of the quality you want in gin...
William Oills, of Mound Bayou, day, Aug. 5. It war; well attend- was the circus Wild West show. the well-kept lawn, for many soof gin that's made the natural,
Miss., was here last week visiting ed. Mrs. Donna Harrison, sponsor, Everyone participated in the tcti- journers carried their lunches and
traditional way, without color.
vities,
ate on the lawn picnic-style.
his daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. and Rev. Fairmen, pastor.
Make your gin the best gin...the Hayes, of 2309 Autumn.
ORANGE MOUND — As the 56 With Mrs. Farrah Ivie, our disSgt. and Mrs. Ruben Tyler, of
gjo that's crystal-clear, naturally
The Beautiful Zion Sunday 411 S. 10th st., are the proud par- playground season draws to an end trict pianist in her place at the
dry, and the perfect proof
school sponsored a Tea last Satur- ents of a baby boy. He is little things began to shape up for the piano, the Rev. W. C. Rogers openfuture festivities, This has been a ed the afternoon session. A welfor perfect taste.
day evening at the home of Miss Ruben Tyler, jr.
Dossie Lee Mitchell, 126 S. 12th
Miss Beulah Parker, of 402 N. safe and happy summer and we come was given from the local
st. Miss Mitchell is a faithful Sun- 12th at., had as her weekend guest have enjoyed instructing you in church by Mrs. Earine Haliburday school worker and a student Miss Hazel Flowers of Crawdfords- your play.
ton, a teacher of Miles High
of Wonder High school.
ville, Ark.
school. The response was given by
Revival meeting began at the
Larry C. Jones, of Chicago, Ill.,
Prof. M. L. Morrison, principal
Church of God In Christ, Sunday, is now visiting his mother, Mrs.
of Bruce High school, Dyersburg.
Aug. 5/ The Public is invited to (Jones. He is a former student of
The following choirs participatattend. Services will be conducted Wonder High,
ed in the program: Dyersburg,
New York State Athletic Comby the pastor, Elder F. Smith. Mrs. Bernice Taylor, of 2312
Womacks Temple: Peoples, TipMrs. Mattie Parker, of 208 N. Jackson, is leaving this week for missioner Julius Helfand announc- tonville, Nevvbern, Halls, Hennings,
ed
Friday
that
Floyd
Patterson
a vacation in Philadelphia, Pa.,
Mt. Zion, St. James, Rutherford,
will not fight Archie Moore for yer and
visitng relaitves.
Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ellis, of the world heavyweight crown in Stewart chairmen present were
September.
After three doctors Mr. Tipton Plummers gr.. Mr.
2315 Jackson, had as their guests
j Mr. Nash and Little Rob e rt studied Patterson's injured right
•
Helfand
said
Patter' Reeves from St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. hand,
Ellis is a daughter of Mr. Nash. son would not be able to fight unA contest is now in progress be- til October or November. T h e
tween the West Memphis and Mar- young battler injured his hand in
ion newsboys. Help your favorit• defeating Hurricane Jackson June
newsboys.
8.
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Dyer, Tenn,

2,000 Klansmen
Rip High Court
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Barbers Wanted Everywhere!
MOLER BARBER COLLEGE

es
'perfectly

•

,

GILBEY'S

GILBEY'S
GIN

Patterson-Moore
Bout Off For Sept.

VISIT THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED
AND OPERATED GARMENT FACTORY

'MOISTURE PROOF
Protects against

perspiration
A Season's Supply
for

$f Prevents hie
from going back

CHOIR
ROBES

SUITS

PULPIT

O'COATS

ACADEMIC
GOWNS
STOLES

SKIRTS
TROUSERS

An absolute secessII,
to keep edges straight
between settings.

,THE WORLD AGREES
toN “GILBEY'S PLEASE"

itttrortiro punt" ea
teataiaar at tomato ahorro.
drop dept. stereo aroma
$1 pia* Or tam jor WOW
firriatiek kr
Wier
Distributing
Co.
350 Poplar Street
Memphis. Tenn.

S.
Clibey's Distilled London Dry Gin.
110 Proof, 100% Grain Neutral Spirits.
Obey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio

god m

%Ole im.11.1

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

DEWAYNE LOFTON, son of Mack

Lofton, civic worker and business-

Bodden & Company Tailors, Inc.
582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee
CALL US FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION — BUDGET TERMS

JA. 7-5425 — JA. 5-9508

man, of 282 N. Dunlap, left the
University of Detroit for home last
week after studying there in the
Summer session. A 1953 honor
grad of St. Augustine High, Lofton is a junior at Detroit where
he is studying to become a baby
specialist.
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A SUCCESSFUL tw• weeks
Vacation Bible school closed
Friday night Aug. 3, at the
Mt. Nebo Baptist church. Rev.
Roy Love, pastor. An 'weir-

tø

ing program was rendered and
largely attended. Program
consisted of Bible drills and
song. Some 220 children attended each day. Refreshments

were served each d a y by
members and groups of the
church. Mrs. Jessie G. Perino was principal. Mrs. M. E.
Fisher of S. A. Owen Junior

college, served as general supervisor. Other workers were
The "Seven Up Platter Party"
Mrs. Mary Moore, Mrs. Lida
Was given last Thursday night at
K. William, Miss Hazel Natthe YMCA. It was a free dance
thaniel, Miss Marie Edmond.
• sponsored by the Seven Up Bottling Co, and radio station WLOK.
Also free Seven Ups were served.
Some of those seen really working out were Bonnie Bates and
Jewel Brown, "Bright Eyes" and
btu girl and a few others. Others
seen present were Eddie Nelson,
Herman Adams, Ernest Mothman, Maxine Polk, James Ware,
John Aldridge, Lt. Singleton, Walter Bailey, Albert Rule, Kerley
Cunningham, Chop Chop, Bonnie
and Barbara Bates, Daisy Crump,
"Duke" Little John, Clifford Wilton.
Aubrey Porter, Willie McCalasEars At Jolut Gaston Hospital:
uel Churchman, of 1441 Horace. r Bobbie Goodman, a son,
ter, Earl Garman, Joyce Turner,
to Mr.
JULY 21, INS
JULY 30, 1956
I and Mrs. James R. Gododman, of
James Norfeet, Johny Vaughan,
Cheryl Faye Addison, a daughMarvin Thomas, Grace Austin,
Ezell Thomas, Ir., a son, to 771 Baltimore.
Rickie Lee Austin, a son, to Mr.
Maxine Williams, Odell and James ter, Sharol Faye Addison, a daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Thomas, of 45
and Mrs. Charles Austin, of 728
Harris, Thomas. _Tyson, James ter (twins) to Mr. and Mrs. Louis W. Fay.
Batts, Lizzie Price, Charles Hall, C. Addison, of 609 Brown Mall. Brenda Joyce Scruggs, a daugh- Galloway.
Thomas Boyd, Dot Bradfield Her- 'Thomas Lee Nelms, a son, to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Deborah Nell Pettigre
w, a
man Jones, Evelyn Duncan, Chap- Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Nelms, Scruggs, of 885 LeMoyne Mall.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynch
py Taylor, Myra Smith, Gloria of 655 S. Wellington.
Claude Michael Hill, a son, to Pettigrew, of 1612 Rayburn.
Duncan, Marilyn Williams, ClaudRhonda Gail Reynolds, a daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Luke Hill, of 777
Matthew Jordan, a son, to Mr.
ine Hester, Robert Dailey, Willie ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lenoe Rey- David.
and
Mrs. Castell Jordan, of 1489
A FIGHTER'S SMILE—JackReese, Otis Gibson, Jesse Taylor, nolds, of 1634 Rayburn.
Desi Arnez Ring, a son, to Mr. Locust.
ie Robinson, Brooklyn Dodgers
Eldridge Miller, Wilma Watt s,
Janice Diane Durham, a daugh- and Mrs. Robert King, of 952 Segreatest utility man, is writSheena Renee Lee, a daughter,
Bennie Gray, and many, many oth- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James Dur- attle.
ing a new and brilliant story
to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Lee, of
ers.
ham, of 245 W. Person.
Virgio Elma Dandridge, a 1049 Lavon.
to the Dodger(' history. JackThe Deborette Social club gave
Teresa Ann Henderson, a daugh- daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis
a dance last Thursday night at ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Barbara Ann Wicks, a daughter,
L. E. Dandridge, of 395 Pontotoc.
the Flamingo Room. This dance Henderson, of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wicks, of
to
1617 Sydney.
Andrew James Neal, a son, to 720 Simmons
marks the close of the Summer
.
Carolyn Denise Hayslett, a Mr. and Mrs. Theodor
e Neal, of
season for the Deborettes. Those daughter
Tamara Felicia Schooler, a
, to Mr. and Mrs. James 216 N. McNeal.
seen present were Betty Barnes, Hayslett
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Nor
, of 5173 Truse,
and Mauriece Brown, Bertha DanLinda Fay Banks, a daughter, Terry Lavern Franklin, a son, man Schooler, of 865 Haynes.
flea and Eddie White, Melvia
to Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Banks, of to Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Frank- Steven Anthony Hightower a
Perkins a n d George Bernette
lin, of 1963 Frisco.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. George High3223 Ford pl.
Grant Ward, John Jones, Stephen
Barbara Hubbard, a daughter, A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Marion tower, of 1970 Kansas.
Robert Wilson, Kelly Lester, Eddie
Debra Kay Brown, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hub- Walker, of 912 Palmer.
• Campbell, June Billope, Doris
Larry Darnell McGee, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Brown,
bard, of 605 Tillman.
Green, Doris Buchannan, Mildred
Floyd Ellis Bell, a son, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. William McGee, of of 940 Ford pl.
Willis, Mary Cole, Thomas Suggs,
Nathaniel Glasper, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lindsey Bell, of 3670 De- 1345 Michigan.
Emmett Suggs, and more. During
Wilburt Alphonso Morrow, a son, and Mrs. Charlie Glasper, of 559
mocral.
the affair Betty Barnes and lune
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Horrow, Weakley.
Aline James, a daughter, to Mr.
Sinop. Were serenaded by "Ann1226 White.
of
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rayand Mrs. Jimmie L. James, of 944
drea" and his group.
Edwin Dale Wilkins, a son, to mond P. Thompson, of 1528 Cella.
Kerr.
THE BRONZE TEENS
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Wilkins,
Carolyn Ann Quinn, a daughter,
Terry Wayne Miller, a son, to
The Bronze Teens Social club
of 1845 Blair Hunt dr.
to
Mr. and Mrs, Elmer Quinn, of
Mr.
and
Tommy
Mrs.
Miller,
of
Met last Sunday at the home of
Cora Burnett Isom, a daughter, 702 S. Third.
Ann Hines at 484 Williams avenue. 220 Looney.
Rochelle Delorea San1illon,
Michael Gene Jackson, a son, to to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde A. Isom,
The Club met to discuss a dance
Webster.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Jackson, of of 422
they gave recently, "A Casual
Freddie
Jean Smith, a daugh- L. Jamison, of 594 N. Fifth.
Pants," at the Foote' Homes au- 353 S. Orleans.
Calvin Covington, a son, to Mr. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenertchee AUGUST 2, 1956
ditorium.
Smith, of 17 Farrow.
James Trudy Holmes, a son, to
They also made plane for the and Mrs. Rudell Covington, of 684
Darnell Richards, a son, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holmes, of
Best event which will take place Wallace.
and Mrs. Eddie G. Richards, of
Kelvin Dwayne Gray, a son to
389 Walker.
goon. Offieers of the club a r e
3375 Rochester,
Judy Ann Lee, a daughter, to
Mr.
and
Pres. Thirkell Stovall, V. Pres.
Mrs. James Gray, of 975 j-uty 31, 1956
Mary Chaney, Sec. Emily Petti- m
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee, of 920 CAREER'S IN JEOPARDY— Iniarto
yn.24, loso
Barbara Jean Woods, a daughjuries are menacing the brilliant
Florida (R).
grew, Asst. gee. Patricia Metlock,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Hollie L.
Treas. Peggy Hilliard, ReportTony Curtis Harris, a son, .to
Lacheryl Denies Brown, a career of Roy Campanella, Brook-- Woods, of 2092 Yale.
er Joan Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie L Harris,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert lyn Dodgers' two time Most ValJames Edward Brewer, a son.
Membeas are Orella Pickett, of 2671 Carnes.
uable Player NI, award winner.
Brown, of 417 Vance.
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde W. Brewer,
Marcella Fox, Gloria Watson and
Gail Annette Walton, t daughJerry Johnson, a son, to Mr. Two years ago his playing was
Ann Hines. The advisor is Mrs. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wal- of 2179 Eldridge.
and Mrs. Cornelius Johnson, of hampered by a hand injury which
Polly Dockersy, a daughter, MolFannie Jones, and the club sweet- ton, of 2220 Curry.
was corrected after surgery. This
1346
N. Bellevue.
ly Dockery, a daughter (twins) to
heart is James Weathers.
Robbie Roberts, a daughter, R.
season his hands have been givBeverly
Anderson
Joyce
a
,
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Dockery, of
Robert Atkins is trying to talk P. Roberts, fr., a son, (twins)
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie ing him trouble again and now his
to 5148 Highway
51 North.
to Mary Catherine Taylor. He
Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Roberts, of
left leg Is ailing.
Vollentine.
askTersea Boykin, a daughter, to Anderson, of 705
ed me to write this so that
his 595 St. Paul.
Gloria Jean Steen, a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Boykin,
ex-girl Betty Holmes would
Mary Etta Eggleston, a daughset
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Steen, of
of 1419 Eloise.
this, get angry, and quit him so
he ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Eg- Audrey
1596 S. LaUderdale.
Jean
wouldn't have to be bothered.
Dabsey,
a
daughgleston, of 548 Peebles.
Karl Elbert Boyd, a son, to Mr.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Adolph N.
Stephen Boone, don't be forever
Gary Jerome Lewis, a son, to
and
Mrs. Albert Boyd, of 889
Dabney, of 3502 Ashford.
a square. Get you a girl and
get Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Lewis,
Kenneth Mason, a son, to Mr. Mansfield.
somewhere.
of 1315 S. Main.
Roscella Jones, a daughter, to
and Mrs. Andrew Mason, of 168
Norma Quinn, who is it Lubby
Audrey Ella Whitehead, a daugh- Reno.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones, of 1879
gtrong or Lesley Armstrong?
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter WhiteRickey Darnell Wright, a son, Blair Hunt dr.
Betty Barnes (BTIV) seems to head, of
002 loka.
Lamon Andrea Lomax, a son, to
1 to Mr. and Mrs. Judge W. Wright,
be occupying most of her time
Haywood Hooker, jr., a son, to,
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Lomax, of
with Maurice Brown of St.
of
948
Porter,
Augus- Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Hooker, of'
tine,
Landers Nelson, a son, to Mr. 1751 Benford.
843 Buntyn.
Lamar Freeman, a son, to Mr.
Mildred Willis, The "Thrille
and Mrs. Walter Nelson, of 2572
r"
Bruce Pegues, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Freeman, of
will be home soon.
Perry
rd.
and Mrs. Leodis Pegues, of 1598
Sure can tell what
Thelma Holliday, a daughter, to 833 Pope.
•
Dorothy Ely.
Clifton Downey, a son, to Mr.
Lumpkin did last winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Holliday, of
Beverly
Joyce
Stewart,
a daughand Mrs. Hillard Downey, of 1232
Grant Ward, did you really
pay ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Will E. Stew- 2330 Marble
Capitol.
mixty-five cents to make
Lawrenc
e
Parker,
a
son,
to
Mr.
a long art, of 725 Wright.
1
Doristein Harris, a daughter, to
distance call to Mississippi
1
and
Mrs.
James
R. Goodman, of
to find ' Jessie James
Henderson, a son,' marble.
out who had written
Mr.
and Mrs. Edward T. Harris,
.
the most let- to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Hender, you orher'.
of 630 Castle
Loretta
Joyce
Barr,
a
daughter,1
son, of 819 Nonconnah.
Melvia Perkins and
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Barr, of .I Youlanda Yvette Shinn, a daughGeorge
Wheeler Richard Cole, a son, to
Bernetta are hearing we
cen
Lry.sa
toefri4t26
udm.Mrs. Charles Shipp
oM
257 Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cole, of 4595
bells.
Robert Lewis Heard, a son, to
I'LL REPEAT — Cuban's lightBenjestown rd.
Seems as though the
; Mr. and Mrs. Theodore F. Heard , Marvin Burks, a son, to Mr. and weight contende
wheel has
Roy Edward Brown, a son, to
r Orlando Zulueta
turned from James
Arthur
Burks,
Mrs.
Handy
,
of
584
of 35 Farrow.
Harris to Da- Mr. and
believes
vid Parker in
Lightbur
is
he
n's superMrs.
Penn
M• all.
Brown, of 830 AUGUST 1, 1954
Gretta Bradfield's
pole.
/or. The tough senor from Cuba,
life. But that's
UGUST
3,
A
•
the way the ball
Roy Lee Shelton. jr., a son, to
1956 Handy, a daugh' who is handled by Hymie Waimea,
rolls,
Dorothy Ruth Churchman,
Marilyn Yvonne
al Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Shelton, of
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Samter, to Mr. and Mrs. Taft Handy, wants a shot at the lightweight
903 Barton.
bauble before he hangs up his pad- of 210 W. Desoto.
Quan James III, a son, to Mr. ded mitts. His trainer, Freddy Fiand Mrs Quan James, of 803 N. ore, says Zulueta has the style to
defeat Lightburn.
Mansfield.
Sharon Harrison, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Harrison,
of 70 Armstrong rd.
Darnell Felton, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elzie Felton, of 504
Brown Mall.
George Wendell Burge. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. William Burge. of
1984 Frisco.
Angela
Louise Fletcter, a!
Me 103 hoe/ Cavelier is the latest Vodka
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
MMISII041 . if, /be forstol Mars deseging
J. Fletcher, of 654 Galloway.
Ilse +egos le vadb. *treat Taw tewarbe
A son, to Mr. am, Mrs. Curtis
Monist escape way awl Gm II park Vodka to
Washington, of 1475 Forrest.
Annie Lee Thomas, a daughter,
eery Ory Viartwoute but, whetevier she echo,
to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Thomas.
afIr welt Carrot* end notice the tilfferencel
of 2498 Vandale.
Ikeoeftwat, seines, Cavelier Vodka ... In the
Ruth Veronica Stovall, a daughdrawee* "ribbee V" bowie. fry Is today.'
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Sto•
vall, of 897 Neptune.
Randy Bradford, a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie B. Bradford, of
5148 Highway 51 North.
es Anwar:icon es •dgorsteeelr,dion
Angela Len,Brown, a daughter.
READY — South America's
to Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Brown, of flashy lightweight, Lodwig Light. i
beim who accepted a last miner '
2074 Lowell.
Roosevelt White, jr., a son, to assignment to fight Orlando ZuluMr. and Mrs. Roosevelt White, of eta in the Garden last month and
dropped the duke, said he is ready
1649 Ely.
is reverse the deelalos. lighthurn,
a contender tor the eitsmpionshIp,
More high-speed rally, ay trains has fast bands
As great A mitrica n VO
awl OlOTPI about
DKA.
are operated in the United Yates the ring speedily.
His manager,
0151111.111, attOu aratlic.AN GUN • 10.3 Ptoo r • CO,
than in any other counrty in the Allie Clark,
.T1r.ir,'A, -e--440*,5 conotATIoni • MiLiatth
believes be should win
ilA, FA.
world.
I by a kayo.

son, Miss Nancy Bufkin, Miss
Thelma Tracy, Rev. and
Mrs. Robert E. Beatly, Miss
Velma Ackerman, Miss Pauline Thomas, Miss Mary Dee

Williams, Miss Jane Young,
secretary and Miss Carlene
Crump, of Mt. Nebo pianist.

Harry Joyner was superintendent of the school. (Withers
Photo)

Stork Stops
"

into the man you have in mind
!maybe he will end up a weakMusing:
ling, and lonely and alone. "MaWhat kind of person are you? ma's"
boys have a way of be,ng
Examine yourself. Are you one of
spineless. If he grows up to be
those who make bogus friendliness "papa's
boy, he will probably be
toward any person who is in a insecure
. Why not be satisfied with
position to help you socially or in his growing
up into a man? Theo
a business way . but woh high when the
times comes let hint
hats anyone who cannot boost you? be the man
he wants to be.
If you are you are a selfish, chisler, a double crosser, a social
climber, and you make life less
pleasant and sincere than it
should be.
Dear Carlotta:
We have a fine son, 2 years old.
We love him dearly, in fact so
dearly. that we are about to come
to a misunderstanding as to his
A Tribute to my father, Thursfuture. I simply want him to be ton Lee, who
passed August 9,
3 good obedient and loving son.
1953.
But my husband has a hard life
Three long years have slowly
planned for him. He seems to
passed
want him to ba a football star,
than a doctor. I am afraid he is Since you slipped away,
in for disappointment if my in-, But I never cease to think about
you
fluence means anything. Devoted
Each and every day.
mothe'r.
Dear Mother:
I realize that God knew best
Don't you think that the boy is When he took you from our midst;
a little young for either of you to So the greatest tribute I can give—.
decide what he will be? Both of Do the things you have always
you are tying to live the boy's
wished.
life for him. Though you are doDaughter,
ing so unconsciously. If he grows
Anna Lee Cooke
By CARLOTTA STEWART

'Tribute To
My Father'

ie's recent playing has been
so spectacular that he is draw.
ing Insults from a group of
biased, un-American Southerners.

Co-ChampionsMeet
In Nassau Trophy
NASSAU, Bahamas — A yearold rivalry is slated to be renewed during the third running of the
Nassau Trophy Races, Dec. 3-9,
when last year's co-champions
meet. The entry of Phil Hill assures a rematch between the over-all winner and last year's cochampion, the Marquis de Portago, both driving sleek Ferraris.

It's light-up time in the midst of a hectic day.
Roi Ottley, who made best-seller lists with his
first book (New WOrld A-Coming), recently published his fourth: The Lonely Warrior. As a foreign correspondent, he's visited 22 countries.

It's homework time as Mr. Ottley edits a radio
script. He's had articles in Collier's and Ebony,and
writes a column for the Chicago Tribune."Luckies
are the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked,"
he says. "I'm going to stay right with them!"

"I've smoked over 100,000
Luckies, and I know—

LUCKIES TASTE 6
BETTER!"
"IT'S TOASTED"

to taste better!
1.

;
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WHO'S WHO

IN AMERICA lists Roi Ottley as an
author and
foreign correspondent. He's also a Lucky smoker. "Over
the years,"
he says, "I figure I've smoked well over 100,000 Luckies! So
when I
say Luckies taste better, I know what I'm talking about!"
Luckies
taste better because they're made of fine tobacco—mild
, goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even better.
You'll say
Lucky Strike is the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked
!

MIMS TASTE BETTER*
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
(
.1bA. T. C.
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